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ABSTRACT
The damping of the harmonic oscillator is studied in the framework of the Lindblad
theory for open quantum systems. A generalization of the fundamental constraints on
quantum mechanical diffusion coefficients which appear in the master equation for the
damped quantum oscillator is presented; the Schro¨dinger, Heisenberg and Weyl-Wigner-
Moyal representations of the Lindblad equation are given explicitly. On the basis of these
representations it is shown that various master equations for the damped quantum oscilla-
tor used in the literature are particular cases of the Lindblad equation and that not all of
these equations are satisfying the constraints on quantum mechanical diffusion coefficients.
Analytical expressions for the first two moments of coordinate and momentum are obtained
by using the characteristic function of the Lindblad master equation. The master equa-
tion is transformed into Fokker-Planck equations for quasiprobability distributions and a
comparative study is made for the Glauber P representation, the antinormal ordering Q
representation and the Wigner W representation. The density matrix is represented via
a generating function, which is obtained by solving a time-dependent linear partial differ-
ential equation derived from the master equation. Illustrative examples for specific initial
conditions of the density matrix are provided. The solution of the master equation in the
Weyl-Wigner-Moyal representation is of Gaussian type if the initial form of the Wigner
function is taken to be a Gaussian corresponding (for example) to a coherent wavefunction.
The damped harmonic oscillator is applied for the description of the charge equilibration
mode observed in deep inelastic reactions. For a system consisting of two harmonic oscil-
lators the time dependence of expectation values, Wigner function and Weyl operator are
obtained and discussed. In addition models for the damping of the angular momentum are
studied. Using this theory to the quantum tunneling through the nuclear barrier, besides
Gamow’s transitions with energy conservation, additional transitions with energy loss, are
found. The tunneling spectrum is obtained as a function of the barrier characteristics.
When this theory is used to the resonant atom-field interaction, new optical equations
describing the coupling through the environment of the atomic observables are obtained.
With these equations, some characteristics of the laser radiation absorption spectrum and
optical bistability are described.
1. Introduction
In the last two decades, more and more interest arose about the problem of dissipation
in quantum mechanics, i.e. the consistent description of open quantum systems [1-7].The
quantum description of dissipation is important in many different areas of physics. In
quantum optics we mention the quantum theory of lasers and photon detection. There
are some directions in the theory of atomic nucleus in which dissipative processes play
a basic role. In this sense we mention the nuclear fission, giant resonances and deep
inelastic collisions of heavy ions. Dissipative processes often occur also in many body or
field-theoretical systems.
The irreversible, dissipative behaviour of the vast majority of physical phenomena
comes into an evident contradiction with the reversible nature of our basic models. The
very restrictive principles of conservative and isolated systems are unable to deal with more
complicated situations which are determined by the features of open systems.
The fundamental quantum dynamical laws are of the reversible type. The dynamics of
a closed system is governed by the Hamiltonian that represents its total energy and which
is a constant of motion. In this way the paradox of irreversibility arises: the reversibility
of microscopic dynamics contrasting with the irreversibility of the macroscopic behaviour
we are trying to deduce from it.
One way to solve this paradox of irreversibility is to use models to which Hamiltonian
dynamics and Liouville’s theorem do not apply, but the irreversible behaviour is clearly
present even in the microscopic dynamical description. The reason for replacing Hamilto-
nian dynamics and Liouville’s theorem is that no system is truly isolated, being subject
to uncontrollable random influences from outside. For this reason these models are called
open systems. There are two ways of treating quantitatively their interaction with the out-
side. One way is to introduce specific stochastic assumptions to simulate this interaction,
the other one is to treat the open systems with the usual laws of dynamics, by regarding
them as subsystems of larger systems which are closed (i.e. which obey the usual laws
of dynamics with a well-defined Hamiltonian). The dissipation arises in general from the
subsystem interactions with a larger system, often referred to as the reservoir or bath.
The first of these two approaches has been used for the study of steady state transport
processes in systems obeying classical mechanics. The second of the two approaches has
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been mainly used in quantum mechanics. The main general result [2,8-10] is that under
certain conditions the time evolution of an open system can be described by a dynamical
semigroup Φt(t ≥ 0). For a closed finite system with Liouville operator the evolution
operator is not restricted to nonnegative t. The importance of the dynamical semigroup
concept is that it generalizes the evolution operator to open systems, for which there is no
proper Liouville operator and no Φt for negative t. The mathematical theory of dynamical
semigroups has been developed in [2,11-15].
In Sect.2 the notion of the quantum dynamical semigroup is defined using the concept
of a completely positive map [14]. The Lindblad formalism replaces the dynamical group
uniquely determined by its generator, which is the Hamiltonian operator of the system, by
the completely positive dynamical semigroup with bounded generators. Then the general
form of Markovian quantum mechanical master equation is obtained.
The quantum mechanics of the one-dimensional damped harmonic oscillator represents
a fundamental theoretical problem with applications in different domains of quantum op-
tics, solid state physics, molecular and nuclear physics. In the present review paper the
quantum harmonic oscillator is treated in the Lindblad axiomatic formalism of quantum
dynamical semigroups. In Sect.3 we give the fundamental constraints on quantum me-
chanical diffusion coefficients which appear in the corresponding master equations [16,17].
On the basis of different representations it is shown that various master equations for
the damped quantum oscillator used in the literature for the description of the damped
collective modes in deep inelastic collisions or in quantum optics are particular cases of
the Lindblad equation and that not all of these equations in literature are satisfying the
constraints on quantum mechanical diffusion coefficients. In 3.1, by using the Heisenberg
representation, explicit expressions of the mean values and variances are given [17]. In
3.2 we solve the master equation with the characteristic function [18]. This function is
found as a solution of a corresponding partial differential equation. By this method one
can derive explicit formulae for the centroids and variances and, in general, for moments
of any order. In 3.3 we explore the applicability of quasiprobability distributions to the
Lindblad theory [19]. The methods of quasiprobabilities have provided technical tools of
great power for the statistical description of microscopic systems formulated in terms of
the density operator. In the present review the master equation of the one-dimensional
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damped harmonic oscillator is transformed into Fokker-Planck equations for the Glauber
P , antinormal Q and Wigner W quasiprobability distributions associated with the density
operator. A comparative study of these representations is made. The resulting equations
are solved by standard methods and observables directly calculated as correlations of these
distribution functions. We solve also the Fokker-Planck equations for the steady state and
show that variances found from the P,Q and W distributions are the same [19]. In 3.4 we
study the time evolution of the density matrix that follows from the master equation of the
damped harmonic oscillator [20]. We calculate the physically relevant solutions (including
both diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements) of the master equation by applying the
method of generating function. This means that we represent the density matrix with a
generating function which is the solution of a time-dependent partial differential equation
of second order, derived from the master equation of the damped harmonic oscillator.
We discuss stationary solutions of the generating function and derive the Bose-Einstein
density matrix as example. Then, formulas for the time evolution of the density matrix
are presented and illustrative examples for specific initial conditions provided. The same
method of generating function was already used by Jang [21] who studied the damping
of a collective degree of freedom coupled to a bosonic reservoir at finite temperature with
a second order RPA master equation in the collective subspace. In 3.5 the master equa-
tion is given in the Weyl-Wigner-Moyal representation [17]. We show that the solution of
the Lindblad equation in this representation is of Gaussian type if the initial form of the
Wigner function is taken to be a Gaussian corresponding to a coherent wavefunction.
In Sect.4 we give some applications to nuclear equilibration processes. In 4.1 the
charge equilibration mode is treated by a damped harmonic oscillator in the framework
of the Lindblad theory [17]. It is shown that the centroids and variances of the charge
equilibration mode observed in deep inelastic reactions can be well described by the cor-
responding overdamped solutions [18,22]. In 4.2 we treat the damping of the proton and
neutron asymmetry degrees of freedom with the method of Lindblad by studying the damp-
ing of two coupled oscillators [23]. We present the equation of motion of the open quantum
system of two oscillators in the Heisenberg picture and we derive the time dependence of
the expectation values of the coordinates and momenta and their variances. We discuss
also the connection with the Wigner function and Weyl operator. We demonstrate the
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time dependence of the various quantities for a simplified version of the model, where the
decay constants can be calculated analytically.
In Sect.5 simple models for the damping of the angular momentum are studied in the
framework of the Lindblad theory of open systems [24,25]. We assume that the system is
opened by the generators of the proper Lorentz group and the Heisenberg group.
In Sect.6 we study the quantum tunneling [26]. Considering the tunneling operator
between the localized states, we solve Lindblad master equation in the second order ap-
proximation of the theory of perturbations. We find that diffusion leads to additional
tunneling processes around the Q-value, while friction determines only transitions at lower
energies. Generally, this result is contrary to the majority of the previous studies [27,28]
where, usually, it was concluded that the dissipation should decrease the tunneling rate.
In Sect.7 we study the resonant atom-field interaction [29]. From Lindblad’s theorem,
instead of the conventional optical Bloch equations, where only decay processes appear,
we obtaine a more general system of equations where the atomic observables are coupled
through the environment. Based on the new equations, experimental characteristics of the
electromagnetic field absorbtion spectrum and of the optical bistability are described. At
the same time, we predict that in some conditions, an energy transfer from the dissipative
environment to the coherent electromagnetic field appears.
The concluding summary is given in Sect.8.
2. Lindblad theory for open quantum systems
The standard quantum mechanics is Hamiltonian. The time evolution of a closed
physical system is given by a dynamical group Ut which is uniquely determined by its
generator H, which is the Hamiltonian operator of the system. The action of the dynamical
group Ut on any density matrix ρ from the set D(H) of all density matrices of the quantum
system, whose corresponding Hilbert space is H, is defined by
ρ(t) = Ut(ρ) = e
− i
h¯
Htρe
i
h¯
Ht
for all t ∈ (−∞,∞). We remind that, according to von Neumann, density operators
ρ ∈ D(H) are trace class (Trρ <∞), self-adjoint (ρ+ = ρ), positive (ρ > 0) operators with
Trρ = 1. All these properties are conserved by the time evolution defined by Ut.
In the case of open quantum systems the main difficulty consists in finding such
time evolutions Φt for density operators ρ(t) = Φt(ρ) which preserve the von Neumann
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conditions for all times. From the last requirement it follows that Φt must have the
following properties:
(i) Φt(λ1ρ1 + λ2ρ2) = λ1Φt(ρ1) + λ2Φt(ρ2);λ1, λ2 ≥ 0 with λ1 + λ2 = 1,
(ii) Φt(ρ
+) = Φt(ρ)
+,
(iii) Φt(ρ) > 0,
(iv) TrΦt(ρ) = 1.
But these conditions are not restrictive enough in order to give a complete description
of the mappings Φt as in the case of the time evolutions Ut for closed systems. Even
in this last case one has to impose other restrictions to Ut, namely, it must be a group
Ut+s = UtUs. Also, it is evident that in this case U0(ρ) = ρ and Ut(ρ) → ρ in the trace
norm when t→ 0. For the dual group U˜t acting on the observables A ∈ B(H), i.e. on the
bounded operators on H, we have
U˜t(A) = e
i
h¯
HtAe−
i
h¯
Ht.
Then U˜t(AB) = U˜t(A)U˜t(B) and U˜t(I) = I, where I denotes the identity operator on H.
Also, U˜t(A) → A ultraweakly when t → 0 and U˜t is an ultraweakly continuous mapping
[2,9,13,14,30]. These mappings have a strong positivity property called complete positivity:
∑
i,j
B+i U˜t(A
+
i Aj)Bj ≥ 0, Ai, Bi ∈ B(H).
Because the detailed physically plausible conditions on the systems, which correspond to
these properties are not known, it is much more convenient to adopt an axiomatic point
of view which is based mainly on the simplicity and the succes of physical applications.
Accordingly [2,9,13,14,30] it is convenient to suppose that the time evolutions Φt for open
systems are not very different from the time evolutions for closed systems. The simplest
dynamics Φt which introduces a preferred direction in time, characteristic for dissipative
processes, is that in which the group condition is replaced by the semigroup condition
[9-12,31]
Φt+s = ΦtΦs, t, s ≥ 0.
The duality condition
Tr(Φt(ρ)A) = Tr(ρΦ˜t(A)) (2.1)
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defines Φ˜t, the dual of Φt acting on B(H). Then the conditions
TrΦt(ρ) = 1
and
Φ˜t(I) = I (2.2)
are equivalent. Also the conditions
Φ˜t(A)→ A (2.3)
ultraweakly when t→ 0 and
Φt(ρ)→ ρ
in the trace norm when t → 0, are equivalent. For the semigroups with the properties
(2.2), (2.3) and
A ≥ 0→ Φ˜t(A) ≥ 0,
it is well known that there exists a (generally bounded) mapping L˜, the generator of Φ˜t.
Φ˜t is uniquely determined by L˜. The dual generator of the dual semigroup Φt is denoted
by L:
Tr(L(ρ)A) = Tr(ρL˜(A)).
The evolution equations by which L and L˜ determine uniquely Φt and Φ˜t, respectively, are
given in the Schro¨dinger and Heisenberg picture as
dΦt(ρ)
dt
= L(Φt(ρ)) (2.4)
and
dΦ˜t(A)
dt
= L˜(Φ˜t(A)). (2.5)
These equations replace in the case of open systems the von Neumann-Liouville equations
dUt(ρ)
dt
= − i
h¯
[H,Ut(ρ)]
and
dU˜t(A)
dt
=
i
h¯
[H, U˜t(A)].
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For any applications Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are only useful if the detailed structure of the
generator L(L˜) is known and can be related to the concrete properties of the open systems
described by such equations.
Such a structural theorem was obtained by Lindblad [14] for the class of dynamical
semigroups Φ˜t which are completely positive and norm continuous. For such semigroups
the generator L˜ is bounded. In many applications the generator is unbounded.
A bounded mapping L˜ : B(H)→ B(H) which satisfies L˜(I) = 0, L˜(A+) = L˜(A)+ and
L˜(A+A)− L˜(A+)A− A+L˜(A) ≥ 0
is called dissipative. The 2-positivity property of the completely positive mapping Φ˜t:
Φ˜t(A
+A) ≥ Φ˜t(A+)Φ˜t(A), (2.6)
with equality at t = 0, implies that L˜ is dissipative. Lindblad [14] has shown that con-
versely, the dissipativity of L˜ implies that Φ˜t is 2-positive. L˜ is called completely dissipative
if all trivial extensions of L˜ are dissipative. Lindblad has also shown that there exists a
one-to-one correspondence between the completely positive norm continuous semigroups
Φ˜t and completely dissipative generators L˜. The structural theorem of Lindblad gives the
most general form of a completely dissipative mapping L˜ [14]:
Theorem: L˜ is completely dissipative and ultraweakly continuous if and only if it is of
the form
L˜(A) =
i
h¯
[H,A] +
1
2h¯
∑
j
(V +j [A, Vj] + [V
+
j , A]Vj), (2.7)
where Vj ,
∑
j V
+
j Vj ∈ B(H), H ∈ B(H)s.a..
The dual generator on the state space (Schro¨dinger picture) is of the form
L(ρ) = − i
h¯
[H, ρ] +
1
2h¯
∑
j
([Vjρ, V
+
j ] + [Vj , ρV
+
j ]). (2.8)
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8) give an explicit form for the most general time-homogeneous quantum
mechanical Markovian master equation with a bounded Liouville operator:
dΦt(ρ)
dt
= L(Φt(ρ)) = − i
h¯
[H,Φt(ρ)] +
1
2h¯
∑
j
([VjΦt(ρ), V
+
j ] + [Vj ,Φt(ρ)V
+
j ]).
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Talkner [32] has shown that the assumption of a semigroup dynamics is only applicable in
the limit of weak coupling of the subsystem with its environment, i.e. for long relaxation
times.
We should like to mention that all Markovian master equations found in the literature
are of this form after some rearrangement of terms, even for unbounded generators.
It is also an empirical fact for many physically interesting situations that the time
evolutions Φt drive the system towards a unique final state ρ(∞) = limt→∞ Φt(ρ(0)) for
all ρ(0) ∈ D(H).
From the 2-positivity property (2.6) of Φ˜t it follows that
Φ˜(t)(
∑
j
V ∗j Vj) ≥
∑
j
Φ˜t(V
∗
j )Φ˜t(Vj)
or, by duality [17],
Tr(Φ˜t(ρ)
∑
j
V ∗j Vj) ≥
∑
j
Tr(Φ˜t(ρ)V
∗
j )Tr(Φ˜t(ρ)Vj). (2.9)
The evolution equations of Lindblad are operator equations. The problem of finding their
solutions is in general rather difficult. In cases when the equations are exactly solvable,
these solutions give complete information about the studied problem and permit the cal-
culation of expectation values of the observables at any moment.
3. The one-dimensional damped quantum harmonic oscillator
In this Section the case of the damped quantum harmonic oscillator is considered in
the spirit of the ideas presented in the previous Section. The basic assumption is that the
general form (2.8) of a bounded mapping L given by the Lindblad theorem [14] is also
valid for an unbounded completely dissipative mapping L:
L(ρ) = − i
h¯
[H, ρ] +
1
2h¯
∑
j
([Vjρ, V
+
j ] + [Vj , ρV
+
j ]). (3.1)
This assumption gives one of the simplest way to construct an appropriate model for a
quantum dissipative system. Another simple condition imposed to the operators H, Vj, V
+
j
is that they are functions of the basic observables q and p of the one-dimensional quantum
mechanical system (with [q, p] = ih¯I, where I is the identity operator on H) of such kind
that the obtained model is exactly solvable. A precise version for this last condition is
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that linear spaces spanned by the first degree (respectively second degree) noncommutative
polynomials in p and q are invariant under the action of the completely dissipative mapping
L. This condition implies [16] that Vj are at most first degree polynomials in p and q and
H is at most a second degree polynomial in p and q.
Because in the linear space of the first degree polynomials in p and q the operators p
and q give a basis, there exist only two C-linear independent operators V1, V2 which can
be written in the form
Vi = aip+ biq, i = 1, 2,
with ai, bi = 1, 2 complex numbers [16]. The constant term is omitted because its contri-
bution to the generator L is equivalent to terms in H linear in p and q which for simplicity
are assumed to be zero. Then H is chosen of the form
H = H0 +
µ
2
(pq + qp), H0 =
1
2m
p2 +
mω2
2
q2. (3.2)
With these choices the Markovian master equation can be written:
dρ
dt
= − i
h¯
[H0, ρ]− i
2h¯
(λ+ µ)[q, ρp+ pρ] +
i
2h¯
(λ− µ)[p, ρq + qρ]
−Dpp
h¯2
[q, [q, ρ]]− Dqq
h¯2
[p, [p, ρ]] +
Dpq
h¯2
([q, [p, ρ]] + [p, [q, ρ]]). (3.3)
Here we used the notations:
Dqq =
h¯
2
∑
j=1,2
|aj|2, Dpp = h¯
2
∑
j=1,2
|bj |2, Dpq = Dqp = − h¯
2
Re
∑
j=1,2
a∗jbj , λ = −Im
∑
j=1,2
a∗j bj,
where Dpp, Dqq and Dpq are the diffusion coefficients and λ the friction constant. They
satisfy the following fundamental constraints [17]:
i) Dpp > 0,
ii) Dqq > 0, (3.4)
iii) DppDqq −Dpq2 ≥ λ2h¯2/4.
Indeed, inequalities i) and ii) follow directly from the definitions of the coefficients and iii)
from the Schwartz inequality. The equality µ = λ is a necessary and sufficient condition
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for L to be translation invariant [16]: [p, L(ρ)] = L([p, ρ]). In the following general values
for λ and µ will be considered as in [16].
Introducing the annihilation and creation operators
a =
1√
2h¯
(
√
mωq +
i√
mω
p), a+ =
1√
2h¯
(
√
mωq − i√
mω
p), (3.5)
obeying the commutation relation [a, a+] = 1, we have
H0 = h¯ω(a
+a+
1
2
) (3.6)
and the master equation has the form
dρ
dt
=
1
2
(D1 − µ)(ρa+a+ − a+ρa+) + 1
2
(D1 + µ)(a
+a+ρ− a+ρa+)
+
1
2
(D2 − λ− iω)(a+ρa− ρaa+) + 1
2
(D2 + λ+ iω)(aρa
+ − a+aρ) + h.c., (3.7)
where
D1 =
1
h¯
(mωDqq − Dpp
mω
+ 2iDpq), D2 =
1
h¯
(mωDqq +
Dpp
mω
). (3.8)
In the literature, master equations of the type (3.3) or (3.7) are encountered in models
for the description of different physical phenomena in quantum optics, in treatements of
the damping of collective modes in deep inelastic collisions of heavy ions or in the quantum
mechanical description of the dissipation for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. In
the following we show that some of these master equations are particular cases of the
Lindblad equation.
1) The master equation of Dekker for the damped quantum harmonic oscillator [5,33-
36] supplemented with the fundamental constraints (3.4) obtained in [36] from the con-
dition that the time evolution of this master equation does not violate the generalized
uncertainty principle [37] at any time, is a particular case of the Lindblad master equation
(3.7) when µ = λ. If the constraints (3.4) are not fulfilled in the case µ = λ, then the
uncertainty principle is violated.
2) The quantum master equation considered in [38,39] by Hofmann et al. for treating
the charge equilibration process as a collective high frequency mode is a particular case of
the Lindblad master equation (3.3) if λ = γ(ω)/2m = µ,Dqq = Dpq = 0, Dpp = γ(ω)T
∗(ω),
but the fundamental constraints (3.4) are not satisfied.
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3) For the quantum master equation considered in [40] for the description of heavy ion
collisions we have λ = µ = γ/2, Dpp = D,Dqq = 0, Dpq = Dqp = −d/2 and consequently
the fundamental constraints are not fulfilled.
4) In [41], Spina and Weidenmu¨ller considered two kinds of master equations for
describing the damping of collective modes in deep inelastic collisions of heavy ions.
(i)The first equation can be obtained from Eq. (3.3) by replacing H0 by
H0 − Amωq2/2 + f(t)q and setting λ = µ = Γ/2, Dpp = D/2, Dqq = 0 and Dpq =
Dqp = B/2. Then the constraints (3.4) are not satisfied.
(ii)The second master equation is obtained from (3.3) by setting H0 − Amωq2/2
−Ap2/(2mω) + f(t)q instead of H0 and ΓR = Γp = λ, µ = 0, Dpp = Dp/2, Dqq =
DR/2, Dpq = 0. Then last condition (3.4) is satisfied for all values of the parameters.
5) The master equation for the density operator of the electromagnetic field mode
coupled to a squeezed bath [42,43] can be obtained from the master equation (3.7) if we
set µ = 0, λ = γ,D1 = 2γM,D2 = γ(2N + 1) (in [42]: γ/2 instead of γ and N¯ instead of
N).
6) The master equation for the density operator of a harmonic oscillator coupled to
an environment of harmonic oscillators considered in [44-47] is a particular case of the
master equation (3.7) if we set λ = µ = γ,Dqq = Dpq = 0, Dpp = 2γ(n¯+1/2)mωh¯ and the
fundamental constraints (3.4) are not fulfilled.
7) The master equation written in [48] for different models of correlated- emission
lasers can also be obtained from the master equation (3.7) by setting
D1 + µ = 2Λ4, D1 − µ = 2Λ3, D2 + λ+ iω = 2Λ2, D2 − λ− iω = 2Λ1.
8) Two master equations were introduced by Jang and Yannouleas in [21,49], where
the nuclear dissipative pocess is described as the damping of a collective degree of freedom
coupled to a bosonic reservoir at finite temperature. The resulting RPA master equation
within the observed collective subspace was derived in a purely dynamical way.
(i) The master equation written in [49] in the resonant approximation (rotating-wave
approximation) can be obtained as a particular case of the Lindblad master equation (3.7).
For this one has to set
Dpp = m
2ω2Dqq, Dpq = µ = 0,
4mωDqq
h¯
= (2 < n > +1)Γ, λ =
Γ
2
,
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where < n > is the average number of the RPA collective phonons at thermal equilibrium
and Γ the decay constant. The fundamental constraints (3.4) are fulfilled in this case.
(ii)The master equation derived in [21] in order to extend the calculations carried out
in [49] with the before-mentioned master equation, can also be obtained as a particular
case of the master equation (3.7) by setting
Dqq = Dpq = 0, Dpp =
h¯mω
2
(2 < n > +1)Γ, µ = λ =
Γ
2
or D2 = −D1 = (2 < n > +1)Γ/2. In this case the fundamental constraints (3.4) are not
fulfilled.
As a conclusion, we can say that on various occasions the master equation for λ = µ
has been tested in the sense that it does not violate the uncertainty principle in the final
steady state, but a possible transient violation of the uncertainty principle has been noted
[5,36]. The above mentioned models can be divided into three types. The first type are
models which fulfill the constraints (3.4). The corresponding master equations belong
to the cathegory of equations described by the Lindblad theory. These models obey the
uncertainty principle. The second type are models with λ = µ which do not fulfill the
constraints (3.4) (for example model 2). According to [36] these models show a dynamical
violation of the uncertainty principle. The third type are models with λ 6= µ which also do
not fulfill the constraints (3.4). These models and those of the second type do not belong
to the cathegory of master equations treated in the Lindblad theory. For the models of the
third type we can not prove that they do not conserve the uncertainty principle in time.
3.1 The master equation in the Heisenberg picture
The following notations will be used:
σq(t) = Tr(ρ(t)q),
σp(t) = Tr(ρ(t)p),
σqq = Tr(ρ(t)q
2)− σ2q(t), (3.9)
σpp = Tr(ρ(t)p
2)− σ2p(t),
σpq(t) = Tr(ρ(t)
pq + qp
2
)− σp(t)σq(t).
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In the Heisenberg picture the master equation has the following symmetric form:
dΦ˜t(A)
dt
= L˜(Φ˜t(A)) =
i
h¯
[H0, Φ˜t(A)]− i
2h¯
(λ+ µ)([Φ˜t(A), q]p+ p[Φ˜t(A), q])
+
i
2h¯
(λ− µ)(q[Φ˜t(A), p] + [Φ˜t(A), p]q)− Dpp
h¯2
[q, [q, Φ˜t(A)]]
−Dqq
h¯2
[p, [p, Φ˜t(A)]] +
Dpq
h¯2
([p, [q, Φ˜t(A)]] + [q, [p, Φ˜t(A)]]). (3.10)
Denoting by A a selfadjoint operator we have
σA(t) = Tr(ρ(t)A), σAA(t) = Tr(ρ(t)A
2)− σ2A(t).
It follows that
dσA(t)
dt
= Tr(L(ρ(t))A) = Tr(ρ(t)L˜(A)) (3.11)
and
dσAA(t)
dt
= Tr(L(ρ(t)A2)− 2dσA(t)
dt
σA(t) = Tr(ρ(t)L˜(A
2))− 2σA(t)Tr((ρ(t)L˜(A)). (3.12)
An important consequence of the precise version of solvability condition formulated at
the beginning of the present Section is the fact that when A is put equal to p or q in
(3.11) and (3.12), then dσp(t)/dt and dσq(t)/dt are functions only of σp(t) and σq(t) and
dσpp(t)/dt, dσqq(t)/dt and dσpq(t)/dt are functions only of σpp(t), σqq(t) and σpq(t). This
fact allows an immediate determination of σp(t), σq(t), σpp(t), σqq(t) and σpq(t) as functions
of time. The results are the following:
dσq(t)
dt
= −(λ− µ)σq(t) + 1
m
σp(t),
dσp(t)
dt
= −mω2σq(t)− (λ+ µ)σp(t) (3.13)
and
dσqq(t)
dt
= −2(λ− µ)σqq(t) + 2
m
σpq(t) + 2Dqq,
dσpp
dt
= −2(λ+ µ)σpp(t)− 2mω2σpq(t) + 2Dpp, (3.14)
dσpq(t)
dt
= −mω2σqq(t) + 1
m
σpp(t)− 2λσpq(t) + 2Dpq.
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All equations considered in various papers in connection with damping of collective modes
in deep inelastic collisions are obtained as particular cases of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), as we
already mentioned before.
The integration of Eqs. (3.13) is straightforward. There are two cases: a)µ > ω
(overdamped) and b) µ < ω (underdamped).
In the case a) with the notation ν2 = µ2 − ω2, we obtain [17]:
σq(t) = e
−λt((cosh νt+
µ
ν
sinh νt)σq(0) +
1
mν
sinh νtσp(0)),
σp(t) = e
−λt(−mω
2
ν
sinh νtσq(0) + (cosh νt− µ
ν
sinh νt)σp(0)). (3.15)
If λ > ν, then σq(∞) = σp(∞) = 0. If λ < ν, then σq(∞) = σp(∞) =∞.
In the case b) with the notation Ω2 = ω2 − µ2, we obtain [17]:
σq(t) = e
−λt((cosΩt+
µ
Ω
sinΩt)σq(0) +
1
mΩ
sinΩtσp(0)),
σp(t) = e
−λt(−mω
2
Ω
sinΩtσq(0) + (cosΩt− µ
Ω
sinΩt)σp(0)) (3.16)
and σq(∞) = σp(∞) = 0. In order to integrate Eqs. (3.14), it is convenient to consider the
vector
X(t) =
 mωσqq(t)σpp(t)/mω
σpq(t)
 .
Then the system of equations (3.14) can be written in the form
dX(t)
dt
= RX(t) +D,
where R is the following 3× 3 matrix
R =
−2(λ− µ) 0 2ω0 −2(λ+ µ) −2ω
−ω ω −2λ

and D the following vector
D =
 2mωDqq2Dpp/mω
2Dpq
 .
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Then there exists a matrix T with the property T 2 = I where I is the identity matrix and
a diagonal matrix K such that R = TKT . From this it follows that
X(t) = (TeKtT )X(0) + T (eKt − I)K−1TD. (3.17)
An interesting observation is that the time dependence of the variances σqq(t), σpp(t),
σpq(t) decomposes in a classical part given by Te
KtTX(0) and a quantum part given by
T (eKt − I)K−1TD. Exactly this quantum part governs the asymptotic behaviour of the
variances when t→∞ [17].
In the overdamped case (µ > ω) the matrices T and K are given by
T =
1
2ν
µ+ ν µ− ν 2ωµ− ν µ+ ν 2ω
−ω −ω −2µ

and
K =
−2(λ− ν) 0 00 −2(λ+ ν) 0
0 0 −2λ

with ν2 = µ2 − ω2.
In the underdamped case (µ < ω) the matrices T and K are given by
T =
1
2iΩ
µ+ iΩ µ− iΩ 2ωµ− iΩ µ+ iΩ 2ω
−ω −ω −2µ

and
K =
−2(λ− iΩ) 0 00 −2(λ+ iΩ) 0
0 0 −2λ

with Ω2 = ω2 − µ2. From (3.17) it follows that
X(∞) = −(TK−1T )D = −R−1D (3.18)
(in the overdamped case the restriction λ > ν is necessary). Then Eq.(3.17) can be written
in the form
X(t) = (TeKtT )(X(0)−X(∞)) +X(∞). (3.19)
Also
dX(t)
dt
= (TKeKtT )(X(0)−X(∞)) = R(X(t)−X(∞)).
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The formula (3.18) is remarcable because it gives a very simple connection between the
asymptotic values (t→∞) of σqq(t), σpp(t), σpq(t) and the diffusion coefficients Dqq, Dpp,
Dpq . As an immediate consequence of (3.18) this connection is the same for both cases,
underdamped and overdamped, and has the following explicit form:
σqq(∞) = 1
2(mω)2λ(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) ((mω)
2(2λ(λ+ µ) + ω2)Dqq
+ω2Dpp + 2mω
2(λ+ µ)Dpq),
σpp(∞) = 1
2λ(λ2 + ω2 − µ2)((mω)
2ω2Dqq+(2λ(λ−µ)+ω2)Dpp−2mω2(λ−µ)Dpq), (3.20)
σpq(∞) = 1
2mλ(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) (−(λ+ µ)(mω)
2Dqq + (λ− µ)Dpp + 2m(λ2 − µ2)Dpq).
These relations show that the asymptotic values σqq(∞), σpp(∞), σpq(∞) do not depend
on the initial values σqq(0), σpp(0), σpq(0). In other words,
R−1 =
−1
4λ(λ2 + ω2 − µ2)
 2λ(λ+ µ) + ω2 ω2 2ω(λ+ µ)ω2 2λ(λ− µ) + ω2 −2ω(λ− µ)
−(λ+ µ)ω (λ− µ)ω 2(λ2 − µ2)
 .
Conversely, if the relations D = −RX(∞) are considered, then
Dqq = (λ− µ)σqq(∞)− 1
m
σpq(∞),
Dpp = (λ+ µ)σpp(∞) +mω2σpq(∞), (3.21)
Dpq =
1
2
(mω2σqq(∞)− 1
m
σpp(∞) + 2λσpq(∞)).
Hence, from (3.4) fundamental constraints on σqq(∞), σpp(∞) and σpq(∞) follow:
Dqq = (λ− µ)σqq(∞)− 1
m
σpq(∞) > 0,
Dpp = (λ+ µ)σpp(∞) +mω2σpq(∞) > 0,
DqqDpp −D2pq = (λ2 − µ2)σqq(∞)σpp(∞)− ω2σ2pq(∞) + (λ− µ)mω2σqq(∞)σpq(∞)
−(λ+ µ)
m
σpp(∞)σpq(∞)− 1
4
(mω2)2σ2qq(∞)−
1
4m2
σ2pp(∞)−λ2σ2pq(∞)+
1
2
ω2σqq(∞)σpp(∞)
−mω2λσqq(∞)σpq(∞) + λ
m
σpp(∞)σpq(∞) ≥ λ
2h¯2
4
. (3.22)
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The constraint (3.22) can be put in a more clear form:
4(λ2 + ω2 − µ2)(σqq(∞)σpp(∞)− σpq(∞)2)
−(mω2σqq(∞) + 1
m
σpp(∞) + 2µσ2pq(∞)) ≥ h¯2λ2. (3.23)
If µ < ω (the underdamped case), then λ2 + ω2 − µ2 > λ2. If µ > ω (the overdamped
case), then 0 ≤ λ2 + ω2 − µ2 < λ2 (λ > ν) and the constraint (3.23) is more strong than
the uncertainty inequality σqq(∞)σpp(∞) − σ2pq(∞) ≥ h¯2/4. By using the fact that the
linear positive mapping B(H) → C defined by A → Tr(ρA) is completely positive (hence
2-positive), in [17] the following inequality was obtained:
Dqqσpp(t) +Dppσqq(t)− 2Dpqσpq(t) ≥ h¯
2λ
2
.
We found this inequality, which must be valid for all values of t ∈ (0,∞), as the sufficient
condition that the generalized uncertainty inequality [37]
σqq(t)σpp(t)− σ2pq(t) ≥
h¯2
4
is fulfilled at any moment t, if the initial values σqq(0), σpp(0) and σpq(0) for t = 0 satisfy
this inequality. A restriction connecting the initial values σqq(0), σpp(0), σpq(0) with the
asymptotic values σpp(∞), σqq(∞), σpq(∞) is also obtained if the values Dqq, Dpp and Dpq
are expressed by Eq. (3.21) in terms of σpp(∞), σqq(∞), σpq(∞) :
Dqqσpp(0) +Dppσqq(0)− 2Dpqσpq(0) ≥ h¯
2λ
2
.
More explicitly
λ(σqq(∞)σpp(0) + σpp(∞)σqq(0)− 2σpq(∞)σpq(0))− µ(σqq(∞)σpp(0)− σpp(∞)σqq(0))
− 1
m
(σpq(∞)σpp(0)−σpp(∞)σpq(0))+mω2(σpq(∞)σqq(0)−σqq(∞)σpq(0)) ≥ h¯
2λ
2
. (3.24)
If the asymptotic state is a Gibbs state
ρG(∞) = e−H0/kT /Tr(e−H0/kT ),
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then
σqq(∞) = h¯
2mω
coth
h¯ω
2kT
, σpp(∞) = h¯mω
2
coth
h¯ω
2kT
, σpq(∞) = 0 (3.25)
and
Dpp =
λ+ µ
2
h¯mω coth
h¯ω
2kT
, Dqq =
λ− µ
2
h¯
mω
coth
h¯ω
2kT
, Dpq = 0 (3.26)
and the fundamental constraints (3.4) are satisfied only if λ > µ and [16]:
(λ2 − µ2)(coth h¯ω
2kT
)2 ≥ λ2.
If the initial state is the ground state of the harmonic oscillator, then
σqq(0) =
h¯
2mω
, σpp(0) =
mh¯ω
2
, σpq(0) = 0.
Then (3.24) becomes
λ(σqq(∞)mω + σpp(∞)
mω
)− µ(σqq(∞)mω − σpp(∞)
mω
) ≥ h¯λ.
For example, in the case (3.25), this implies coth(h¯ω/2kT ) ≥ 1 which is always valid.
Now, the explicit time dependence of σqq(t), σpp(t), σpq(t) will be given for both under-
and overdamped cases. From Eq. (3.19) it follows that in order to obtain the explicit time
dependence it is necessary to obtain the matrix elements of TeKtT . In the overdamped
case (µ > ω, ν2 = µ2 − ω2) we have
TeKtT =
e−2λt
2ν2
 a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
 ,
with
a11 = (µ
2 + ν2) cosh 2νt+ 2µν sinh 2νt− ω2,
a12 = (µ
2 − ν2) cosh 2νt− ω2,
a13 = 2ω(µ cosh 2νt+ ν sinh 2νt− µ),
a21 = (µ
2 − ν2) cosh 2νt− ω2,
a22 = (µ
2 + ν2) cosh 2νt− 2µν sinh 2νt−ω2, (3.27)
a23 = 2ω(µ cosh 2νt− ν sinh 2νt− µ),
a31 = −ω(µ cosh 2νt+ ν sinh 2νt− µ),
a32 = −ω(µ cosh 2νt− ν sinh 2νt− µ),
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a33 = −2(ω2 cosh 2νt− µ2).
In the underdamped case (µ < ω,Ω2 = ω2 − µ2) we have
TeKtT = −e
−2λt
2Ω2
 b11 b12 b13b21 b22 b23
b31 b32 b33

with
b11 = (µ
2 − Ω2) cos 2Ωt− 2µΩ sin 2Ωt− ω2,
b12 = (µ
2 +Ω2) cos 2Ωt− ω2,
b13 = 2ω(µ cos 2Ωt− Ω sin 2Ωt− µ),
b21 = (µ
2 +Ω2) cos 2Ωt− ω2,
b22 = (µ
2−Ω2) cos 2Ωt+2µΩ sin 2Ωt−ω2, (3.28)
b23 = 2ω(µ cos 2Ωt+ Ωsin 2Ωt− µ),
b31 = −ω(µ cos 2Ωt− Ω sin 2Ωt− µ),
b32 = −ω(µ cos 2Ωt+Ωsin 2Ωt− µ),
b33 = −2(ω2 cos 2Ωt− µ2).
As was shown by Lindblad in [16] the equations of motion (3.10) written for Weyl
operators (A =W (ξ, η) = e(i/h¯)(ηq−ξp)) can be integrated in a very simple and elegant way.
This fact is important from both points of view: practical and theoretical. From practical
point of view, it gives in a new way explicit formulas for σqq(t), σpp(t), σpq(t) and moreover,
it gives the action of the dynamical semigroup Φ˜t generated by (3.10) on any polynomial in
the noncommutative variables p and q. Because Φ˜t(AB) 6= Φ˜t(A)Φ˜t(B) it is not sufficient
to know Φ˜t(p) and Φ˜t(q) as in the case of dynamical groups U˜t(AB) = U˜t(A)U˜t(B), where
evidently it is sufficient to know the action of U˜t on p and q in order to know this action
on all noncommutative polynomials. From theoretical point of view, the explicit action
of Φ˜t on Weyl operators W (ξ, η) allows, as was shown by Lindblad in the Appendix of
[16], directly to prove that the semigroup Φ˜t is indeed a semigroup of completely positive
mappings. This assertion cannot be considered as a consequence of the structural theorem
of Lindblad because L˜ is unbounded.
We can write as Lindblad [16],
Φ˜t(W (ξ, η)) = W (ξ(t), η(t))e
g(t)
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and then the master equation
dΦ˜t(W (ξ, η))
dt
= L˜(Φ˜t(W (ξ, η)))
is equivalent with the following differential equations
dξ(t)
dt
= −(λ+ µ)ξ(t)− 1
m
η(t),
dη(t)
dt
= mω2ξ(t)− (λ− µ)η(t),
dg(t)
dt
= − 1
h¯2
(Dppξ
2(t) +Dqqη
2(t)− 2Dpqξ(t)η(t),
where ξ(0) = ξ, η(0) = η and g(0) = 0. The explicit determination of Φ˜t(W (ξ, η)) as a
function of t reduces to the integration of these differential equations. We obtain [17]:
ξ(t) = α(t)ξ(0) + β(t)η(0), η(t) = γ(t)ξ(0) + δ(t)η(0),
where (
α(t) β(t)
γ(t) δ(t)
)
= e−λt
(
cosh νt− µν sinh νt − 1mν sinh νt
mω2
ν sinh νt cosh νt+
µ
ν sinh νt
)
.
From
Φ˜t(W (ξ(0), η(0))) =W (ξ(t), η(t))e
g(t) = e(i/h¯)(η(t)q−ξ(t)p)+g(t), (3.29)
∂W (ξ(0), η(0))
∂ξ(0)
|ξ(0)=η(0)=0 = −
i
h¯
p
and
∂W (ξ(0), η(0))
∂η(0)
|ξ(0)=η(0)=0 = i
h¯
q,
the action of Φ˜t on q and p, respectively, is obtained:
Φ˜t(q) = δ(t)q − β(t)p, Φ˜t(p) = −γ(t)q + α(t)p.
As an immediate consequence of these relations we have [Φ˜t(q), Φ˜t(p)] = ih¯Ie
−2iλt. From
(3.29) and
∂2W (ξ(0), η(0))
∂ξ2(0)
|ξ(0)=η(0)=0 = − 1
h¯2
p2,
∂2W (ξ(0), η(0))
∂η2(0)
|ξ(0)=η(0)=0 = −
1
h¯2
q2
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and
∂2W (ξ(0), η(0))
∂ξ(0)∂η(0)
|ξ(0)=η(0)=0 =
1
2h¯2
(pq + qp),
it follows, respectively,
Φ˜t(q
2) = Φ˜2t (q) + 2B(t),
Φ˜t(p
2) = Φ˜2t (p) + 2A(t)
and
Φ˜t(
pq + qp
2
) = Φ˜t(p)Φ˜t(q)− 2C(t),
where  2B(t)mω2A(t)/mω
−2C(t)
 = T (eKt − I)K−1TD.
Let us denote by σ(t) the correlation matrix
σ(t) =
(
mωσqq(t) σpq(t)
σpq(t) σpp(t)/mω
)
.
Now by definition, for any state ρ ∈ D(H) :
σqq(t) = Tr(ρΦ˜t(q
2))− (Tr(ρΦ˜t(q)))2,
σpp(t) = Tr(ρΦ˜t(p
2))− (Tr(ρΦ˜t(p)))2
and
σpq(t) = Tr(ρΦ˜t(
pq + qp
2
))− Tr(ρΦ˜t(p))Tr(ρΦ˜t(q)).
Using the relations (3.20) and (3.21) the following interesting formulas are obtained
(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) det σ(∞) = 1
4
det D˜ +
1
λ2
(
1
2m
Dpp +
mω2
2
Dqq + µDpq)
2 (3.30)
and
(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) det σ(∞) = 1
4
det D˜ + (
1
2m
σpp(∞) + mω
2
2
σqq(∞) + µσpq(∞))2, (3.31)
where
D˜ = 2
(
mωDqq Dpq
Dpq Dpp/mω
)
.
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Comparison of (3.30) with (3.31) gives
1
2m
σpp(∞) + mω
2
2
σqq(∞) + µσpq(∞) = 1
λ
(
1
2m
Dpp +
mω2
2
Dqq + µDpq). (3.32)
But, the left-hand side of (3.32) is exactly the asymptotic mean value of the energy of the
open harmonic oscillator. Hence (3.32) gives the value of E(∞) as a function of diffusion
coefficients,
E(∞) = 1
λ
(
1
2m
Dpp +
mω2
2
Dqq + µDpq).
Another expression for E(∞) which also follows from (3.30) and (3.31) is
E(∞) = ((λ2 + ω2 − µ2) detσ(∞)− 1
4
det D˜)1/2.
The reality condition for E(∞) implies
det σ(∞) ≥ 1
4(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) det D˜ ≥
λ2h¯2
4(λ2 + ω2 − µ2)
which is more restrictive for the overdamped case (ω < µ) than the generalized uncertainty
inequality det σ(∞) ≥ h¯2/4.
3.2 The method of the characteristic function
Instead of solving the master equation (3.7) directly, we first introduce the normally
ordered quantum characteristic function χ(Λ,Λ∗, t) defined in terms of the density operator
ρ by
χ(Λ,Λ∗, t) = Tr[ρ(t) exp(Λa+) exp(−Λ∗a)], (3.33)
where Λ is a complex variable and the trace is performed over the states of system. Sub-
stituting Eq.(3.33) into the master equation (3.7) and using the operator relations
a exp(Λa+) = exp(Λa+)(a+Λ), a+ exp(−Λ∗a) = exp(−Λ∗a)(a+ + Λ∗),
Tr[ρ(t) exp(Λa+) exp(−Λ∗a)(a+ + Λ∗)] = ∂Λχ, Tr[ρ(t) exp(Λa+) exp(−Λ∗a)a] = −∂Λ∗χ
or applying the rules:
ρ↔ χ, aρ↔ − ∂
∂Λ∗
χ, a+ρ↔ ( ∂
∂Λ
− Λ∗)χ, ρa↔ (− ∂
∂Λ∗
+Λ)χ, ρa+ ↔ ∂
∂Λ
χ,
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the following partial differential equation for χ is found [18]:
{∂t + [(λ− iω)Λ + µΛ∗]∂Λ + [(λ+ iω)Λ∗ + µΛ]∂Λ∗}χ(Λ,Λ∗, t)
= {L|Λ|2 + CΛ2 + C∗Λ∗2}χ(Λ,Λ∗, t), (3.34)
where
L = λ−D2, C = 1
2
(µ+D∗1).
We consider the state of the system initially to be a superposition of coherent states.
Coherent states |α > of the harmonic oscillator are minimum uncertainty states having
the mean coordinate < q > and mean momentum < p > given by
< q >=< α|q|α >=
√
2h¯
mω
Reα, < p >=< α|p|α >=
√
2h¯mωImα. (3.35)
Consequently, we take as the initial density operator
ρ(0) =
∫
dαdβN(α, β)|α >< β|.
The quantum characteristic function corresponding to the operator |α >< β| is given from
Eq. (3.33) by
χ =< β|α > exp(λβ∗ − λ∗α). (3.36)
We look for a solution of (3.34) having the exponential form
χ(Λ,Λ∗, t) =
∫
dαdβN(α, β) < β|α > exp[A(t)Λ+B(t)Λ∗+f(t)Λ2+f∗(t)Λ∗2+h(t)|Λ|2].
(3.37)
The form of the solution (3.37) is suggested from the fact that the left-hand side of Eq.
(3.34) contains first-order derivatives with respect to the time and variables Λ and Λ∗ and
is symmetric with respect to complex conjugation. The functions A(t), B(t), f(t) and h(t)
depend only on time. Corresponding to Eq. (3.36), these functions have to satisfy the
initial conditions
A(0) = β∗, B(0) = α, f(0) = 0, h(0) = 0. (3.38)
When we introduce the function (3.37) into Eq. (3.34) and equate the coefficients of equal
powers of Λ and Λ∗, we get the following two systems of linear differential equations of
first order with constant coefficients:
dA(t)
dt
+ (λ− iω)A(t) + µB(t) = 0
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dB(t)
dt
+ µA(t) + (λ+ iω)B(t) = 0 (3.39a)
and
dR(t)
dt
+ 2λR(t) + 2ωI(t) + µh(t) = ReC
dI(t)
dt
+ 2λI(t)− 2ωR(t) = ImC (3.39b)
dh(t)
dt
+ 4µR(t) + 2λh(t) = L,
where R(t) = Ref(t), I(t) = Imf(t) with the initial conditions R(0) = I(0) = h(0) = 0.
Subject to the initial conditions (3.38), the homogeneous system (3.39a) has the solution
[18]:
A(t) = u(t)β∗ − v(t)α,B(t) = −u∗(t)α+ v(t)β∗, (3.40)
where
u(t) =
1
2
[exp(−µ−t) + exp(−µ+t) + 2iω
µ− − µ+ (exp(−µ+t)− exp(−µ−t))],
v(t) =
µ
µ− − µ+ (exp(−µ−t)− exp(−µ+t)). (3.41)
The eigenvalues µ± are given by
µ± = λ±
√
µ2 − ω2, γ ≡
√
µ2 − ω2. (3.42)
The system (3.39b) has the eigenvalues −2λ,−2(λ ±
√
µ2 − ω2) = −2µ± and in order to
integrate it we apply the same method as for the system (3.14) in the preceding Subsection.
We obtain:
f(t) =
P
2µ
exp(−2µ+t)(γ − iω)− N
2µ
exp(−2µ−t)(γ + iω)− iµM
2ω
exp(−2λt) + f(∞),
h(t) =M exp(−2λt) +N exp(−2µ−t) + P exp(−2µ+t) + h(∞). (3.43)
Here M,N, P, f(∞) and h(∞) are constants given by [18]:
M =
ω
λγ2
(µImC +
ωL
2
), N =
µ
2γ2(λ− γ)(γReC − ωImC −
µL
2
),
P = − µ
2γ2(λ+ γ)
(γReC + ωImC +
µL
2
)
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and the asymptotic values connected with the diffusion coefficients Dqq, Dpp and Dpq are:
R(∞) = 2(λReC − ωImC) − Lµ
4(λ2 − γ2) ,
I(∞) = 2ωλReC + 2(λ
2 − µ2)ImC − Lµω
4λ(λ2 − γ2) , (3.44)
h(∞) = L(λ
2 + ω2)− 2µ(λReC − ωImC)
2λ(λ2 − γ2) .
By knowing the characteristic function (3.37), (3.40)–(3.43) corresponding to the initial
density operator which represents a superposition of coherent states, it is easy to obtain
explicit formulae for the moments:
< a+m(t)an(t) >= Tr[a+m(t)an(t)ρ(t)] = (−1)n ∂
n+m
∂Λ∗n∂Λm
χ(Λ,Λ∗, t)|Λ=Λ∗=0.
In the following, we take the density operator ρ in the coherent state representation
ρ(0) =
∫
P (α)|α >< α|d2α,
where P (α) is the diagonal or Glauber P distribution and d2α = dReαdImα. The integra-
tion covers the entire complex α plane. Then the characteristic function (3.37) becomes:
χ(Λ,Λ∗, t) =
∫
d2αP (α) exp[(uα∗ − vα)Λ + (−u∗α+ vα∗)Λ∗] exp[fΛ2 + f∗Λ∗2 + h|Λ|2].
Let us assume that the damped oscillator is at t = 0 prepared in a pure coherent state,
say |α0 >, corresponding to P (α) = δ(Reα− Reα0)δ(Imα − Imα0). One has
χ(0)(Λ,Λ∗, t) = exp[(uα∗0 − vα0)Λ + (−u∗α0 + vα∗0)Λ∗] exp[fΛ2 + f∗Λ∗2 + h|Λ|2].
The first moments are given by
< a+(t) >=
∂χ(0)(t)
∂Λ
|Λ=Λ∗=0 = uα∗0 − vα0, < a(t) >= −
∂χ(0)(t)
∂Λ∗
|Λ=Λ∗=0 = u∗α0 − vα∗0.
Then, with the notations (3.9), using (3.35) and the transformations
q(t) =
√
h¯
2mω
(a+(t) + a(t)), p(t) = i
√
h¯mω
2
(a+(t)− a(t))
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for the displacement operator q(t) and the momentum operator p(t) of the oscillator, we
obtain the following mean values:
σq(t) =
√
h¯
2mω
((u− v)α∗0 + (u∗ − v)α0), σp(t) = i
√
h¯mω
2
((u+ v)α∗0 − (u∗ + v)α0),
with u, v given by (3.41), (3.42). There are two cases:
a) the overdamped case: µ > ω, ν2 = µ2 − ω2, γ ≡ ν; then
u(t) = exp(−λt)(cosh νt+ iω
ν
sinh νt), v(t) = −µ
ν
exp(−λt) sinh νt (3.45)
and σq(t), σp(t) take the previous form (3.15);
b) the underdamped case: µ < ω,Ω2 = ω2 − µ2, γ ≡ iΩ; then
u(t) = exp(−λt)(coshΩt+ iω
Ω
sinhΩt), v(t) = − µ
Ω
exp(−λt) sinhΩt (3.46)
and σq(t), σp(t) take the previous form (3.16).
For the variances one finds:
< a2(t) >=
∂2χ(0)(t)
∂Λ∗2
|Λ=Λ∗=0 = (u∗α0 − vα∗0)2 + 2f∗,
< a+2(t) >=
∂2χ(0)(t)
∂Λ2
|Λ=Λ∗=0 = (uα∗0 − vα0)2 + 2f, (3.47)
< a+(t)a(t) >= −∂
2χ(0)(t)
∂Λ∂Λ∗
|Λ=Λ∗=0 = (uα∗0 − vα0)(u∗α0 − vα∗0)− h.
Then the relations (3.9) will give us the explicit time dependence of the variances σqq(t),
σpp(t), σpq(t). The asymptotic values of these variances are given by the following expre-
sions [18]:
σqq(∞) = h¯
mω
(f + f∗ − h+ 1
2
)|t→∞,
σpp(∞) = −h¯mω(f + f∗ + h− 1
2
)|t→∞,
σpq(∞) = ih¯(f − f∗)|t→∞.
With f(∞) = R(∞) + iI(∞) and by using the formulas (3.44) for R(∞), I(∞), h(∞), the
asymptotic values of the variances take the same form (3.20) as in the preceding subsection,
as expected.
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With the relations (3.47), the expectation value of the energy operator can be calcu-
lated:
E(t) = h¯ω(< a+a > +
1
2
) +
ih¯µ
2
(< a+2 > − < a2 >).
3.3 Quasiprobability distributions for the damped harmonic oscillator
The methods of quasiprobabilities have provided technical tools of great power for
the statistical description of microscopic systems formulated in terms of the density op-
erator [50-53]. The first quasiprobability distribution was introduced by Wigner [54] in
a quantum-mechanical context. In quantum optics the P representation introduced by
Glauber [55,56] and Sudarshan [57] provided many practical applications of quasiprobabil-
ities. The development of quantum-mechanical master equations was combined with the
Glauber P representation to give a Fokker-Planck equation for the laser [58,59]. One use-
ful way to study the consequences of the master equation for the one-dimensional damped
harmonic oscillator is to transform it into equations for the c-number quasiprobability dis-
tributions associated with the density operator. The resulting differential equations of the
Fokker-Planck type for the distribution functions can be solved by standard methods and
observables directly calculated as correlations of these distribution functions. However,
the Fokker-Planck equations do not always have positive-definite diffusion coefficients. In
this case one can treat the problem with the generalized P distribution [51].
First we present a short summary of the theory of quasiprobability distributions
[53,60]. For the master equation (3.7) of the harmonic oscillator, physical observables
can be derived from the expectation values of polynomials of the annihilation and creation
operators. The expectation values are determined by using the quantum density operator
ρ. Usually one expands the density operator with the aid of coherent states, defined as
eigenstates of the annihilation operator: a|α >= α|α >. They are given in terms of the
eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator as
|α >= exp(−|α|
2
2
)
∞∑
n=0
1√
n!
αn|n >,
with the normalization | < β|α > |2 = exp(−|α−β|2). In order to solve the master equation
(3.7) we represent the density operator ρ by a distribution function over a c-number phase
space. The chosen distribution function, introduced in [60], is defined as follows:
Φ(α, s) =
1
π2
∫
χ(Λ, s) exp(αΛ∗ − α∗Λ)d2Λ, (3.48)
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with the characteristic function
χ(Λ, s) = Tr[ρD(Λ, s)],
where D(Λ, s) is the displacement operator
D(Λ, s) = exp(Λa+ − Λ∗a+ 1
2
s|Λ|2).
The interval of integration in Eq. (3.48) is the whole complex Λ plane. Because of
δ2(α) =
1
π2
∫
exp(αΛ∗ − α∗Λ)d2Λ,
the distribution function Φ(α, s) is the Fourier transform of the characteristic function.
Since the density operator is normalized by Trρ = 1, one obtains the normalization of Φ:∫
Φ(α, s)d2α = 1.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to distribution functions with the parameters s = 1, 0 and
−1. These distribution functions can be used to calculate expectation values of products
of annihilation and creation operators. For that purpose we first expand the displacement
operator in a power series of the operators a and a+:
D(Λ, s) =
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
n=0
Λm(−Λ∗)n
m!n!
{a+man}s. (3.49)
The parentheses with the index s indicate the special representations of the polynomials
depending on s. For example for n = m = 1 we have the s-ordered operators:
{a+a}s=1 = a+a, {a+a}s=0 = 1
2
(a+a+ aa+), {a+a}s=−1 = aa+. (3.50)
Expectation values of the s-ordered operators can be calculated as follows:
< {a+man}s >= Tr[ρ{a+man}s] = Tr[ρ( ∂
∂Λ
)m(− ∂
∂Λ∗
)nD(Λ, s)|Λ=0]
= (
∂
∂Λ
)m(− ∂
∂Λ∗
)nχ(Λ, s)|Λ=0 =
∫
(α∗)mαnΦ(α, s)d2α.
For the last step we apply the inverse relation to Eq. (3.48):
χ(Λ, s) =
∫
Φ(α, s) exp(Λα∗ − Λ∗α)d2α.
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In the following we discuss the distribution functions for s = 1, 0 and −1 in more detail.
For s = 1 we obtain the Glauber P function [56,61], for s = 0 the Wigner function [54]
and for s = −1 the Q function [60]. For s = 1 we have
D(Λ, 1) = exp(Λa+) exp(−Λ∗a).
Then the s ordering in Eq. (3.49) corresponds to normal ordering. Since the Glauber P
function is the Fourier transform of the characteristic function
χN (Λ) = Tr[ρ exp(Λa
+) exp(−Λ∗a)] = χ(Λ, 1),
it follows from Eq. (3.48) that the distribution Φ(α, 1) is identical to the P function.
This function is used for an expansion of the density operator in diagonal coherent state
projection operators [55-57,62]:
ρ =
∫
P (α)d2α|α >< α|.
Calculating the expectation values of normally ordered operator products we obtain the
relation
< a+man >=
∫
(α∗)mαnΦ(α, 1)d2α =
∫
(α∗)mαnP (α)d2α,
from which we again derive P (α) = Φ(α, 1). Despite the formal similarity with averaging
procedure with a classical probability distribution, the function P (α) is not a true proba-
bility distribution. Because of the overcompleteness of the coherent states, the P function
is not a unique, well-behaved positive function for all density operators.
Cahill [63] studied the P representation for density operators which represent pure
states and found a narrow class of states for which the P representation exists. These states
can be generated from a particular coherent state |α > by the application of a finite number
of creation operators. For example, for the ground state of the harmonic oscillator it is easy
to show that χN (Λ) = 1 for all Λ. In that case the P function becomes P (α) = δ
2(α). The
delta function and its derivatives are examples of a class of generalized functions known
as tempered distributions [61]. Also Cahill [64] introduced a representation of the density
operator of the electromagnetic field that is suitable for all density operators and that
reduces to the coherent state P representation when the latter exists. The representation
has no singularities.
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Sudarshan [57] offered a singular formula for the P representation in terms of an
infinite series of derivatives of the delta function. From the mathematical point of view,
such a series is usually not considered to be a distribution function [61,62].
For s = −1 we have
D(Λ,−1) = exp(−Λ∗a) exp(Λa+).
The s ordering corresponds to antinormal ordering. Because the Q function is the Fourier
transform of the characteristic function
χA(Λ) = Tr[ρ exp(−Λ∗a) exp(Λa+)] = χ(Λ,−1),
it follows from Eq. (3.48) that the distribution Φ(α,−1) is the Q function. It is given by
the diagonal matrix elements of the density operator in terms of coherent states:
Q(α) =
1
π
< α|ρ|α > .
Though for all density operators the Q function is bounded, non-negative and infinitely
differentiable, it has the disadvantage that not every positive Q function corresponds to
a positive semidefinite Hermitian density operator. Evaluating moments is only simple in
the Q representation for antinormally ordered operator products.
For s = 0, the distribution Φ(Λ, 0) becomes the Wigner function W . The latter
function is defined as the Fourier transform of the characteristic function
χS(Λ) = Tr[ρ exp(Λa
+ − Λ∗a)] = χ(Λ, 0).
Because this characteristic function is identical to χ(Λ, 0), we conclude that Φ(α, 0) is
the Wigner function W (α). Therefore, the Wigner function can be used to calculate
expectation values of symmetrically ordered operators:
< {a+man}s=0 >=
∫
(α∗)mαnW (α)d2α.
The symmetrically ordered operators are the arithmetic average of (m+n)!/m!n! differently
ordered products of m factors of a+ and n factors of a. An example for m = n = 1 is given
in Eq. (3.50).
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The Wigner function is a nonsingular, uniformly continuous function of α for all
density operators and may in general assume negative values. It is related to the density
operator as follows:
W (α) =
1
π2
∫
d2ΛTr[exp(Λ(a+ − α∗)− Λ∗(a− α))ρ].
Also it can be obtained from the P representation:
W (α) =
2
π
∫
P (β) exp(−2|α− β|2)d2β.
By using the standard transformations [65-67], the master equation (3.7) can be trans-
formed into a differential equation for a corresponding c-number distribution. Here we
apply these methods to derive Fokker-Planck equations for the before mentioned distribu-
tions: Glauber P , Q and Wigner W distributions. Using the relations
∂D(Λ, s)
∂Λ
= [(s− 1)Λ
∗
2
+ a+]D(Λ, s) = D(Λ, s)[(s+ 1)
Λ∗
2
+ a+],
∂D(Λ, s)
∂Λ∗
= [(s+ 1)
Λ
2
− a]D(Λ, s) = D(Λ, s)[(s− 1)Λ
2
− a],
one can derive the following rules for transforming the master equation (3.7) into Fokker-
Planck equations in the Glauber P (s = 1), Q(s = −1) and Wigner W (s = 0) representa-
tions:
aρ↔ (α− s− 1
2
∂
∂α∗
)Φ, a+ρ↔ (α∗ − s+ 1
2
∂
∂α
)Φ,
ρa↔ (α− s+ 1
2
∂
∂α∗
)Φ, ρa+ ↔ (α∗ − s− 1
2
∂
∂α
)Φ.
Applying these operator correspondences (repeatedly, if necessary), we find the following
Fokker-Planck equations for the distributions Φ(α, s) [19]:
∂Φ(α, s)
∂t
= −( ∂
∂α
dα +
∂
∂α∗
d∗α)Φ(α, s) +
1
2
(
∂2
∂α2
Dαα +
∂2
∂α∗2
D∗αα + 2
∂2
∂α∂α∗
Dαα∗)Φ(α, s).
(3.51)
Here, Φ(α, s) is P (s = 1), Q(s = −1) and W (s = 0.) While the drift coefficients are the
same for the three distributions, the diffusion coefficients are different:
dα = −(λ+ iω)α+ µα∗, Dαα = D1 + sµ, Dαα∗ = D2 − sλ.
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The Fokker-Planck equation (3.51) can also be written in terms of real coordinates x1 and
x2 defined by
α = x1 + ix2 ≡
√
mω
2h¯
< q > +i
1√
2h¯mω
< p >, α∗ = x1 − ix2 (3.52).
as follows:
∂Φ(x1, x2)
∂t
= −( ∂
∂x1
d1+
∂
∂x2
d2)Φ(x1, x2)+
1
2
(
∂2
∂x21
D
(s)
11 +
∂2
∂x22
D
(s)
22 +2
∂2
∂x1∂x2
D
(s)
12 )Φ(x1, x2),
(3.53)
with the new drift and diffusion coefficients given by
d1 = −(λ− µ)x1 + ωx2, d2 = −ωx1 − (λ+ µ)x2,
D
(s)
11 =
1
h¯
mωDqq − s
2
(λ− µ), D(s)22 =
1
h¯
Dpp
mω
− s
2
(λ+ µ), D
(s)
12 =
1
h¯
Dpq .
We note that the diffusion matrix (
D
(s)
11 D
(s)
12
D
(s)
12 D
(s)
22
)
for the P distribution (s = 1) needs not to be positive definite.
Since the drift coefficients are linear in the variables x1 and x2(i = 1, 2):
di = −
2∑
j=1
Aijxj , Aij = − ∂di
∂xj
,
with
A =
(
λ− µ −ω
ω λ+ µ
)
(3.54)
and the diffusion coefficients are constant with respect to x1 and x2, Eq. (3.53) describes
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [68,69].
The solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (3.53) can immediately be written down
provided that the diffusion matrix D is positive definite. However, the diffusion matrix in
the Glauber P representation is not, in general, positive definite. For example, if
DP11D
P
22 − (DP12)2 < 0,
the P distribution does not exist as a well-behaved function. In this situation, the so-called
generalized P distributions can be taken which are well-behaved, normal ordering functions
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[51]. The generalized P distributions are nondiagonal expansions of the density operator
in terms of coherent states projection operators. The Q and W distributions always exist;
they are Gaussian functions if they are initially of Gaussian type.
From Eq. (3.53) one can directly derive the equations of motion for the expectation
values of the variables x1 and x2(i = 1, 2):
d < xi >
dt
= −
2∑
j=1
Aij < xj > . (3.55)
By using Eqs. (3.5), (3.52) and (3.55) we obtain the equations of motion for the expectation
values σq(t), σp(t) of the coordinate and momentum of the harmonic oscillator which are
identical with those derived in the preceding two subsections by using the Heisenberg
representation and the method of characteristic function, respectively (see Eqs. (3.13)).
The variances of the variables x1 and x2 are defined by the expectation values
σij =< xixj > − < xi >< xj >, i, j = 1, 2.
They are connected with the variances and covariance of the coordinate q and momentum
p by
σqq = (2h¯/mω)σ11, σpp = 2h¯mωσ22, σpq =<
1
2
(pq + qp) > − < p >< q >= 2h¯σ12
and can be calculated with the help of the variances of the quasiprobability distributions
(i, j = 1, 2):
σ
(s)
ij =
∫
xixjΦ(x1, x2, s)dx1dx2 −
∫
xiΦ(x1, x2, s)dx1dx2
∫
xjΦ(x1, x2, s)dx1dx2.
The following relations exist between the various variances:
σii = σ
P
ii +
1
4
= σQii −
1
4
= σWii , i = 1, 2, σ12 = σ
P
12 = σ
Q
12 = σ
W
12 .
The variances σ
(s)
ij fulfill the following equations of motion:
dσ
(s)
ij
dt
= −
2∑
l=1
(Ailσ
(s)
lj + σ
(s)
il A
T
lj) +D
(s)
ij . (3.56)
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They can be written explicitly in the form:
dσ
(s)
11
dt
= −2A11σ(s)11 − 2A12σ(s)12 +D(s)11 ,
dσ
(s)
22
dt
= −2A21σ(s)12 − 2A22σ(s)22 +D(s)22 ,
dσ
(s)
12
dt
= −(A11 + A22)σ(s)12 − A21σ(s)11 −A12σ(s)22 +D(s)12 ,
where the matrix elements Aij are defined in Eq. (3.54). These relations are sufficient to
prove that the equations of motion for the variances σ11 and σ22 and the covariance σ12 are
the same for all representations as expected. The corresponding equations of motion of the
variances and covariance of the coordinate and momentum coincide with those obtained
in the preceding two subsections by using the Heisenberg representation and the method
of characteristic function, respectively (see Eqs. (3.14)).
In order that the system approaches a steady state, the condition λ > ν must be met.
Thus the steady state solutions are
Φ(x1, x2, s) =
1
2π
√
det(σ(∞)) exp[−
1
2
∑
i,j=1,2
(σ−1)ij(∞)xixj ], (3.57)
where the stationary covariance matrix
σ(s)(∞) =
(
σ
(s)
11 (∞) σ(s)12 (∞)
σ
(s)
12 (∞) σ(s)22 (∞)
)
can be determined from the algebraic equation (see Eq. (3.56)):
2∑
l=1
(Ailσ
(s)
lj (∞) + σ(s)il (∞)ATlj) = D(s)ij .
With the matrix elements Aij given by (3.54), we obtain
σ
(s)
11 (∞) =
(2λ(λ+ µ) + ω2)D
(s)
11 + ω
2D
(s)
22 + 2ω(λ+ µ)D
(s)
12
4λ(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) ,
σ
(s)
22 (∞) =
ω2D
(s)
11 + (2λ(λ− µ) + ω2)D(s)22 − 2ω(λ− µ)D(s)12
4λ(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) ,
σ
(s)
12 (∞) =
−ω(λ+ µ)D(s)11 + ω(λ− µ)D(s)22 + 2(λ2 − µ2)D(s)12
4λ(λ2 + ω2 − µ2) .
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The explicit matrix elements σ
(s)
ij for the three representations P,Q andW can be obtained
by inserting the corresponding diffusion coefficients. The distribution functions (3.57) can
be used to calculate the expectation values of the coordinate and momentum and the
variances by direct integration. The following relations are noticed [48]:
σWij (∞) =
1
2
(σPij(∞) + σQij(∞)), i, j = 1, 2.
3.4 The master equation in the Weyl-Wigner-Moyal representation
The Weyl-Wigner-Moyal representation is a remarkable phase-space representation of
the quantum mechanics. Roughly speaking, a phase-space representation of the quantum
mechanics is a mapping from the Hilbert space operators to the functions on the classical
phase-space which is such that if A is mapped onto fA(x, y) and ρ is mapped onto fρ(x, y),
then
Tr(ρA) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
fρ(x, y)fA(x, y)dxdy. (3.58)
In reality, it is not exactly so, because the Weyl mapping is a mapping from the functions
on the phase-space to the Hilbert space operators. This mapping W was defined by Weyl
[70] in the following way:
W (f) =
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
(
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)f(x, y)dxdy)W (ξ, η)dξdη.
From this it follows very formally that for any ρ ∈ D(H),
Tr(ρW (f)) =
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y)(
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)Tr(ρW (ξ, η))dξdη)dxdy
(3.59)
and that (3.59) can be put in standard form (3.58) if the following function on the phase
space is associated to any ρ ∈ D(H),
fρ(x, y) =
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)Tr(ρW (ξ, η))dξdη. (3.60)
The mapping ρ → fρ defined by (3.60) is exactly the Wigner mapping [54] which is the
dual of the Weyl mapping f → W (f) (hence it can be denoted by W˜ ) and fρ = W˜ (ρ)
is the Wigner function corresponding to the quantum state ρ ∈ D(H). But the quantum
nature of the expectation value is not lost because fρ(x, y) is not a probability distribution
on the phase space, taking positive and negative values.
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In the following, the phase space representation of the master equation (3.3) is ob-
tained [17] by using the Wigner mapping (3.60). Denoting
f(x, y, t) = fρ(t)(x, y) = fΦt(ρ)(x, y),
it follows from the definition (3.60) that
f(x, y, t) =
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)Tr(ρ(t)W (ξ, η))dξdη. (3.61)
Then
∂f(x, y, t)
∂t
=
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)Tr(L(ρ(t))W (ξ, η))dξdη
and by duality
∂f(x, y, t)
∂t
=
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)Tr(ρ(t)L˜(W (ξ, η)))dξdη. (3.62)
But from (3.10) in the case t = 0, A = W (ξ, η) and by using the well-known identities for
the Fourier transformation, Eq. (3.62) is transformed into the following evolution equation
for the Wigner function [17]:
∂f(x, y, t)
∂t
= − y
m
∂f(x, y, t)
∂x
+mω2x
∂f(x, y, t)
∂y
+ (λ− µ) ∂
∂x
(xf(x, y, t))
+(λ+ µ)
∂
∂y
(yf(x, y, t))+Dqq
∂2f(x, y, t)
∂x2
+Dpp
∂2f(x, y, t)
∂y2
+ 2Dpq
∂2f(x, y, t)
∂x∂y
. (3.63)
This equation looks classical and in fact is exactly an equation of the Fokker-Planck type.
But not every function f(x, y, 0) on the phase-space is the Wigner transform of a density
operator. Hence, the quantum mechanics appears now in the restrictions imposed by
this last condition on the initial condition f(x, y, 0) for Eq. (3.63). Unfortunately, these
restrictions are not known explicitly.
Because the most frequently used choice for f(x, y, 0) is a Gaussian function and
because Eq. (3.63) preserves this Gaussian type, i.e., f(x, y, t) is also a Gaussian function,
the differences between the quantum mechanics and classical mechanics are completely lost
in this representation of the master equation. This is an explanation for the frequently
occurring ambiguities on this subject in the literature.
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Now from (3.61) by duality it follows that
f(x, y, t) =
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)Tr(ρ(0)Φ˜t(W (ξ, η)))dξdη
and from the results of Subsection (3.1) it follows that
f(x, y, t) =
1
(2πh¯)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
e−(i/h¯)(xη−yξ)Tr(ρ(0)W (ξ(t), η(t))eg(t))dξdη,
where
ξ(t) = α(t)ξ + β(t)η, η(t) = γ(t)ξ + δ(t)η,
ξ(0) = ξ, η(0) = η, g(t) = − 1
h¯2
(A(t)ξ2 +B(t)η2 + 2C(t)ξη).
If the initial state ρ(0) is a pure state corresponding to a coherent wave function
ρ(0)φ = (ψσq(0),σp(0), φ)ψσq(0),σp(0)
centered in x = σq(0), y = σp(0), i.e., if
ψσq(0),σp(0)(x) = (W (σq(0), σp(0))ψ0)(x),
where
ψ0(x) = (2πσqq(0))
−1/4 exp(−x2/4σqq(0)),
the Wigner function can be analytically calculated because the integrand is an exponential
function with the exponent having a quadratic form in ξ and η.
With the help of the Wigner function the coordinate and momentum probability
distribution are defined, respectively, by
P (x, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y, t)dy
and
P (y, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y, t)dx.
It follows
P (x, t) =
1√
2πσqq(t)
exp(−(x− σq(t))
2
2σqq(t)
)
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and
P (y, t) =
1√
2πσpp(t)
exp(−(y − σp(t))
2
2σpp(t)
),
where, with the notations defined in Subsection (3.1)
σq(t) = δ(t)σq(0)− β(t)σp(0),
σp(t) = α(t)σp(0)− γ(t)σq(0),
σqq(t) = δ
2(t)σqq(0) + β
2(t)σpp(0) + 2B(t),
σpp(t) = α
2(t)σpp(0) + γ
2(t)σqq(0) + 2A(t)
and σpp(0) = h¯
2/4σqq(0). With these notations the Wigner function takes the following
form [17]:
f(x, y, t) =
1
2π
√
σpp(t)σqq(t)− σ2pq(t)
exp{− 1
2(σpp(t)σqq(t)− σ2pq(t))
×(σpp(t)(x− σq(t))2 + σqq(y − σp(t))2 − 2σpq(t)(x− σq(t))(y − σp(t)))},
where
σpq(t) = γ(t)δ(t)σqq(0) + α(t)β(t)σpp(0) + 2C(t).
Evidently ∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y, t)dxdy = 1.
3.5 Density matrix of the damped harmonic oscillator
In this Subsection we explore the general results that follow from the master equation
of the one-dimensional damped harmonic oscillator. Namely, we discuss the physically
relevant solutions of the master equation, by using the method of the generating function.
In particular, we provide extended solutions (including both diagonal and off-diagonal
matrix elements) for different initial conditions [20].
The method used in the following follows closely the procedure of Jang [21]. Let us
first rewrite the master equation (3.7) for the density matrix by means of the number
representation. Specificallly, we take the matrix elements of each term between different
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number states denoted by |n >, and using a+|n >= √n+ 1|n+1 > and a|n >= √n|n−1 >,
we get
dρmn
dt
= −iω(m− n)ρmn + λρmn − (m+ n+ 1)D2ρmn
−
√
m+ 1)nD∗1ρm+1,n−1 −
√
m(n+ 1)D1ρm−1,n+1
+
1
2
√
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(D1 − µ)ρm,n+2 + 1
2
√
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)(D∗1 − µ)ρm+2,n
+
1
2
√
m(m− 1)(D1 + µ)ρm−2,n + 1
2
√
(n− 1)n(D∗1 + µ)ρm,n−2
+
√
(m+ 1)(n+ 1)(D2 + λ)ρm+1,n+1 +
√
mn(D2 − λ)ρm−1,n−1. (3.64)
Here, we have used the abbreviated notation ρmn =< m|ρ(t)|n > . This master equation is
complicated in form and in the indices involved. It comprises not only the density matrix
in symmetrical forms, such as ρm±1,n±1, but also matrix elements in asymmetrical forms
like ρm±2,n, ρm,n±2 and ρm∓1,n±1. In order to solve Eq. (3.64) we use the method of a
generating function which allows us to eliminate the variety of indices m and n implicated
in the equation. When we define the double-fold generating function by
G(x, y, t) =
∑
m,n
1√
m!n!
xmynρmn(t), (3.65)
the density matrix can be evaluated from the inverse relation of Eq. (3.65):
ρmn(t) =
1√
m!n!
(
∂
∂x
)m(
∂
∂y
)nG(x, y, t)|x=y=0, (3.66)
provided that the generating function is calculated beforehand. When we multiply both
sides of Eq. (3.64) by xmyn/
√
m!n! and sum over the result, we get the following linear
partial differential equation of second order for G(x, y, t):
∂
∂t
G(x, y, t) = {[−(iω +D2)x−D∗1y]
∂
∂x
+ [−D1x+ (iω −D2)y] ∂
∂y
+ (D2 + λ)
∂2
∂x∂y
+
1
2
[(D∗1−µ)
∂2
∂x2
+(D1−µ) ∂
2
∂y2
]+[
1
2
(D1+µ)x
2+
1
2
(D∗1+µ)y
2+(D2−λ)(xy−1)]}G(x, y, t).
(3.67)
The form of the solution of the Fokker-Planck equations treated in [17] and [21] suggest
us to look for the solution of Eq. (3.67) of the form
G(x, y, t) =
1
A
exp{xy − [B(x− C)2 +D(y − E)2 + F (x− C)(y − E)]/H}, (3.68)
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where A,B,C,D,E, F and H are unknown functions of time which have to be determined.
When we first substitute the expression (3.68) for G(x, y, t) into Eq. (3.67) and equate
the coefficients of equal powers of x, y and xy on both sides of the equation, we get the
following differential equations for the functions A,B,D, F and H:
− 1
A
dA
dt
= −(D∗1 − µ)
B
H
− (D1 − µ)D
H
− (D2 + λ)F
H
+ 2λ, (3.69)
d
dt
(
B
H
) = 2(λ− iω)B
H
− µ F
H
− 1
2
(D1 − µ)F
2
H2
− 2(D2 + λ)FB
H2
− 2(D∗1 − µ)
B2
H2
, (3.70)
d
dt
(
D
H
) = 2(λ+ iω)
D
H
− µF
H
− 1
2
(D∗1 − µ)
F 2
H2
− 2(D2 + λ)DF
H2
− 2(D1 − µ)D
2
H2
, (3.71)
d
dt
(
F
H
) = 2λ
F
H
−(D2+λ) F
2
H2
−2µ(B
H
+
D
H
)−4(D2+λ)DB
H2
−2(D∗1−µ)
BF
H2
−2(D1−µ)DF
H2
.
(3.72)
In addition to these equations, we get for the functions C and E
2B
dC
dt
+ F
dE
dt
= (−2(λ− iω)B + µF )C + (2µB − (λ+ iω)F )E, (3.73)
2D
dE
dt
+ F
dC
dt
= (−2(λ+ iω)D + µF )E + (2µD − (λ− iω)F )C. (3.74)
The equations (3.73) and (3.74) can be reformulated in order to eliminate the functions
B,D and F , provided BD − F 2/4 6= 0. We obtain
dC
dt
= −(λ− iω)C + µE, (3.75)
dE
dt
= −(λ+ iω)E + µC. (3.76)
The functions A,B,D, F and H are connected by the auxiliary condition that Trρ is
independent of time. The trace of ρ can be evaluated by summing the diagonal matrix
elements ρnn given in Eq.(3.66) or directly by using the integral expression
Trρ =
∞∑
n=0
ρnn =
1
(2π)2
∫
exp(−k1k2) exp(ik1x+ ik2y)G(x, y, t)dk1dk2dxdy.
We obtain with the generating function (3.68)
Trρ = (
4A2
H2
(
F 2
4
−BD))−1/2. (3.77)
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This quantity is time-independent which can be verified by constructing an equation sat-
isfied by the quantity (F 2/4−BD)/H2. Combining Eqs. (3.70)–(3.72) we get
d
dt
(
F 2/4−BD
H2
) = 2[2λ− (D∗1 − µ)
B
H
− (D1 − µ)D
H
− (D2 + λ)F
H
](
F 2/4−BD
H2
).
We see immediately that the first factor on the right-hand side of this equation is identical
with the right-hand side of Eq. (3.69). Accordingly, we find
d
dt
((
F 2
4
−BD)A
2
H2
) = 0.
Since the scaling function H is arbitrary, we simplify the following equations by the choice
F 2
4
−BD = −H. (3.78)
Setting Trρ = 1, we obtain from Eqs. (3.77) and (3.78) the normalization constant A2 =
−H/4. As a consequence, we can simplify Eqs. (3.70)–(3.72) by eliminating the function
H from these equations. The resulting three equations are
dB
dt
= −2(λ+ iω)B − µF + 2(D1 − µ),
dD
dt
= −2(λ− iω)D − µF + 2(D∗1 − µ), (3.79)
dF
dt
= −2µ(B +D)− 2λF − 4(D2 + λ).
These equations imply that the function D is complex conjugate to B, provided that the
function F is real.
In order to integrate the equations for the time-dependent functions B,C,D,E and
F we start with Eqs. (3.75) and (3.76). These equations imply that the function E is
complex conjugate to the function C. By solving the coupled equations we find:
C(t) = E∗(t) = u(t)C(0)− v(t)C∗(0), (3.80)
where u(t) and v(t) are given by (3.45) and (3.46) for the two considered cases: overdamped
and underdamped, respectively. For integrating the system (3.79) we proceed in the same
way as for integrating the system (3.14). With the assumption that F is real and
D(t) = B∗(t) = R(t) + iI(t),
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we obtain explicitly:
R(t) =
1
2
(e−2µ+t + e−2µ−t)R˜ +
1
2γ
(e−2µ+t − e−2µ−t)(ωI˜ + µ
2
F˜ ) +R(∞),
I(t) = e−2λt
µ
γ2
(µI˜ +
ω
2
F˜ )
− ω
2γ2
(e−2µ+t + e−2µ−t)(ωI˜ +
µ
2
F˜ )− ω
2γ
(e−2µ+t − e−2µ−t)R˜+ I(∞),
F (t) = −e−2λt ω
γ2
(2µI˜ + ωF˜ )
+
µ
γ2
(e−2µ+t + e−2µ−t)(ωI˜ +
µ
2
F˜ ) +
µ
γ
(e−2µ+t − e−2µ−t)R˜+ F (∞),
where we used the notations:
µ± = λ± γ, γ ≡
√
µ2 − ω2, R˜ = R(0)−R(∞), I˜ = I(0)− I(∞), F˜ = F (0)− F (∞).
We can also obtain the connection between the asymptotic values of B(t), D(t), F (t) and
the coefficients D1, D2, µ and λ:
R(∞) = ReD(∞) = λ(ReD1 − µ) + ωImD1 + µ(D2 + λ)
λ2 − γ2 ,
I(∞) = ImD(∞) = ωλ(ReD1 − µ) + (µ
2 − λ2)ImD1 + ωµ(D2 + λ)
λ(λ2 − γ2) ,
F (∞) = −2µ[λ(ReD1 − µ) + ωImD1] + (λ
2 + ω2)(D2 + λ)
λ(λ2 − γ2) .
When all explicit expressions for A,B,C,D,E, F and H are introduced into Eq. (3.68), we
obtain an analytical form of the generating function G(x, y, t) which allows us to evaluate
the density matrix.
If the constants involved in the generating function satisfy the relations
C(0) = 0, R(0) = R(∞), I(0) = I(∞), F (0) = F (∞),
we obtain the stationary solution
C(t) = E(t) = 0, R(t) = R(0), I(t) = I(0), F (t) = F (0)
and
D(t) = B∗(t) = R(0) + iI(0), H(t) = −4A2(t) = R2(0) + I2(0)− F 2(0)/4.
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Then the stationary solution of Eq. (3.67) is
G(x, y, t) =
1
A
exp{(1− F
H
)xy − 1
H
(Bx2 +B∗y2)}. (3.81)
In addition, for a thermal bath [17] with
mωDqq =
Dpp
mω
, Dpq = 0, µ = 0,
the stationary generating function is simply given by
G(x, y) =
2λ
D2 + λ
exp(
D2 − λ
D2 + λ
xy).
The same generating function can be found for large times, if the asymptotic state is a
Gibbs state with µ = 0. In this case we obtain with Eq. (3.26) and µ = 0
D2 = λ coth
h¯ω
2kT
and
G(x, y) = (1− exp(− h¯ω
kT
)) exp(exp(− h¯ω
kT
)xy).
The density matrix can be calculated with Eq. (3.66) and yields the Bose-Einstein distri-
bution
ρmn(∞) = (1− exp(− h¯ω
kT
)) exp(−nh¯ω
kT
)δmn.
A formula for the density matrix can be written down by applying the relation (3.66) to
the generating function (3.68). We get
ρmn(t) =
√
m!n!
A
exp[−(BC2 +DE2 + FCE)/H]
×
∑
n1,n2,n3=0
(1− FH )n3(−BH )n1(−DH )n2( 2BCH + FEH )m−2n1−n3( 2DEH + FCH )n−2n2−n3
n1!n2!n3!(m− 2n1 − n3)!(n− 2n2 − n3)! .
(3.82)
In the case that the functions C(t) and E(t) vanish, the generating function has the form
of Eq. (3.81). Then the elements of the density matrix with an odd sum m+ n are zero:
ρmn = 0 for m + n = 2k + 1 with k = 0, 1, 2, ... The lowest non-vanishing elements are
given with ρmn = ρnm as
ρ00 =
1
A
, ρ20 = −
√
2B
AH
, ρ11 =
1
A
(1− F
H
),
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ρ22 =
2BB∗
AH2
+
1
A
(−F
H
)2, ρ31 = −(1− F
H
)
√
6B
AH
, ρ40 =
√
6B2
AH2
.
It is also possible to choose the constants in such a way that the functions B and D vanish
at time t = 0 and F (0) = H(0). Then the density matrix (3.82) becomes at t = 0(E = C∗):
ρmn(0) =
1√
m!n!
(C∗(0))m(C(0))n exp(−|C(0)|2). (3.83)
This is the initial Glauber packet. The diagonal matrix elements of Eq. (3.83) represent a
Poisson distribution used also in the study of multi-phonon excitations in nuclear physics.
In the particular case when we assume
D1 = µ = 0, D2 = λ, B(0) = D(0) = 0, F (0) = H(0) = −4,
the differential equations (3.79) yield B(t) = D(t) = 0 and F (t) = H(t) = −4. Then the
density matrix subject to the initial Glauber packet is (see also [21])
ρmn(t) =
1√
m!n!
(C∗(t))m(C(t))n exp(−|C(t)|2),
where C(t) is given by Eq. (3.80).
4. Applications to nuclear equilibration processes
4.1 Charge equilibration in deep inelastic reactions
Over many years experimental data have been measured in the field of deep inelastic
heavy ion collisions [71,72]. The characteristic feature of these collisions is the binary
character of the system, i.e. the final fragments have nearly the same masses as the initial
nuclei. Deep inelastic collisions are mainly described by the dynamics of selected collective
degrees of freedom. These are the relative motion of the nuclei, mass and charge exchange,
the neck degree of freedom and surface vibrations of the fragments [73]. Another important
feature of these reactions is the dissipation of energy and angular momentum out of the
collective degrees of freedom into the intrinsic or single-particle degrees of freedom.
In most of the approaches the collective degrees of freedom are chosen in an a priori
way, guided by measured macroscopic variables which do not cover the complete space
associated with all of them. Also, intrinsic degrees of freedom play a role. Thus, by taking
into account the coupling between the actually treated and intrinsic degrees of freedom
and other collective degrees of freedom, irreversible processes occur in the dynamics of the
actually treated collective variables.
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One of the most characteristic processes in deep inelastic reactions is the fast redis-
tribution of neutrons and protons among the colliding nuclei in the early stage of the
reaction called charge equilibration, neutron excess mode or isospin relaxation. The con-
ditional variance of the charge distribution at fixed mass asymmetry has been largely used
as a sensitive quantity to investigate the nature of the charge equilibration process.
There are two opposite approaches which have been developed in order to describe
the charge equilibration mode, namely the quantum mechanical collective treatment and
transport theories. The collective treatment stresses the coherent properties of the pro-
cess and considers this mode as connected to the isovector dipole giant resonance of the
composite system. An experimental indication for a quantum process is that the charge
variance reaches a saturation value at large values of the total kinetic energy loss. The
other opposite view relies on stochastic exchange processes between the colliding heavy
nuclei.
In the following the charge equilibration mode is treated as a one-dimensional collective
mode in the charge asymmetry degree of freedom. The damping of this collective mode is
due to the coupling to the remaining collective and intrinsic degrees of freedom.
One method of introducing dissipation in a quantum mechanical description of deep
inelastic collisions is to assume that the energy dissipation is similar to the loss of energy
of a harmonic oscillator coupled with a large number of other harmonic oscillators. This
mechanism can be simulated by a friction term of the Kostin type in the Schro¨dinger
equation. According to this line, the role of collective motion and quantum fluctuations
for charge and mass equilibration in deep inelastic reactions has been investigated [74,75].
Another method of treating dissipation in quantum mechanics, especially for the de-
scription of coupled collective modes, is the axiomatic method of Lindblad. In this method,
as we said before, a simple dynamics for the subsystem of the explicitly treated collective
degrees of freedom is chosen, namely a semigroup of transformations which introduces a
preferred direction in time and, therefore, can describe an irreversible process.
In the present Subsection, Lindblad’s theory for open quantum systems is applied
to the problem of the damping of a single collective degree of freedom in deep inelastic
collisions. We show the description of the charge equilibration mode by a damped harmonic
oscillator in the framework of the Lindblad theory [17,18,22].
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For a comparison of the theoretical results with experimental data we consider the
charge equilibration in deep inelastic collisions of heavy ions. We can take over the solutions
for the centroids and variances of a damped oscillator given by (3.15), (3.16), (3.19), (3.27),
(3.28) for a comparison in order to illustrate our results. In [22] the charge equilibration
of the systems 56Fe+209 Bi,56 Fe+238U and 98Mo+98Mo was analysed within a collective
description of the charge asymmetry degree of freedom. The charge asymmetry coordinate
is defined as
ξ =
Z1 − Z2
Z1 + Z2
where Z1 and Z2 are the charge numbers of the fragments. The Hamiltonian used for the
description of this degree of freedom is a harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian of the form
H0 =
P 2ξ
2B
+
1
2
K(ξ − ξ0)2.
The stiffness parameter K and mass B were calculated in [22] on the basis of the liquid
drop model for the potential energy and by use of a semiempirical formula for the frequency
ω = (K/B)1/2. For the system 56Fe +209 Bi the following values were obtained [22]: B =
1.6127× 10−40 MeV s2 and K = 1.6363× 104 MeV, corresponding to an oscillator energy
h¯ω = 6.63 MeV. Figs. 1–3 show the charge centroids and charge asymmetry variances as
functions of time for the reaction of 56Fe on 209Bi at Elab = 465 MeV. The full dots are
the experimental data of Breuer et al. [76]. Since the experimental data were obtained as
functions of the total energy loss, Pop et al. [22] have related the data with the reaction
times in order to compare them with calculations. As a model they used a parametrization
of the deflection function in terms of relaxation times for the dissipation of the radial kinetic
energy and relative angular momentum and for the development of deformations [77-79].
These times were fixed by reproducing the ridge of the double-differential cross-section
d2σ/dΩdE plotted as a contour diagram in the total kinetic energy against scattering
angle (Wilczynski plot). For short reaction times the kinetic energy loss is proportional
to the reaction time (∼ 30 Mev/10−22s). Our comparison does not depend much on the
specific assumptions of the model used to derive the reaction times from the measured
total energy losses.
The ”experimental” values of the variance in Fig. 3 are constructed from the experi-
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mental values of σξξ by using the equation (see Eqs. (3.14)) [22]
dσξξ
dt
= −2(Λ− µ)σξξ + 2
B
σξpξ + 2Dξξ
and applying the corresponding fitted values for the parameters Λ, µ and Dξξ . The curves
are calculated with the parameters ξ0,Λ and µ fitted to the experimental data in Fig. 1
and in addition with ω1 = −2mωDqq/h¯, ω2 = −2Dpp/mh¯ω and ω3 = 2Dqp/h¯ fitted to the
experimental variances in Figs. 2 and 3 (here q = ξ, p = pξ, m = B). The set of parameters
ωi is restricted by the condition (3.4) which now reads as
ω1ω2 − ω23 ≥ Λ2.
The full curves in Figs.1–3 represent the overdamped solution (ω = 1.0073 × 1022s−1 <
µ = 2.33 × 1022s−1) for the centroids and variances. This solution is the only one for
which a good description of all the experimental data could be obtained. In the case of the
underdamped solution no set of parameters could be found fitting simultaneously the data
for the centroids and variances. Similar results were also obtained for the other considered
systems 56Fe +238 U and 98Mo+98 Mo in [22].
The parameters of the theory are accepted as free quantities, fitted to the experimental
data of the charge distributions. The overdamped solution with imposed fundamental
constraints for the damped quantum oscillator succeeded to describe the experimental
data within quite restricted ranges of the model parameters. Both the underdamped and
the equilibrium solutions can not describe the data for the charge centroids and the isobaric
variances.
The given treatment has the advantage that analytical solutions can be obtained
for the damping of a harmonic oscillator. This is in contrast to the method when one
introduces a friction term of the Kostin type into the Schro¨dinger equation and solves
the resulting equation numerically. However, future investigations have to be carried out
to interpret the fitted parameters of the theory from a microscopical point of view. For
example, the parameters can be related to those obtained from a microscopical derivation
of Fokker-Planck equations.
4.2 Charge and neutron equilibration and the open quantum system of two
harmonic oscillators
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In the present Subsection we extend the work of Gupta et al. [80] on the dynamics
of the charge equilibration process in deep inelastic collisions and treat the damping of
the proton and neutron asymmetry degrees of freedom with the method of Lindblad [23].
The charge and mass distribution in di-nuclear systems can be described with continuous
coordinates of the charge and neutron asymmetries defined by
ηZ =
Z1 − Z2
Z1 + Z2
, ηN =
N1 −N2
N1 +N2
.
Here, Z1(N1) and Z2(N2) are the total charge numbers (neutron numbers) on the left-hand
and right-hand side of a plane through the neck of the di-nuclear system [73]. Without
damping, the charge and neutron asymmetry degrees of freedom are described by a wave-
function ψ(ηZ , ηN , t), which is the solution of the following time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation:
H(ηZ , ηN )ψ(ηZ , ηN , t) = ih¯∂ψ(ηZ , ηN , t)/∂t,
where the Hamiltonian of the model is given as (|kZN | ≤ (kZkN )1/2) :
H(ηZ , ηN ) = − h¯
2BZZ
∂2
∂η2Z
− h¯
2
2BNN
∂2
∂η2N
+
1
2
kZη
2
Z +
1
2
kNη
2
N − kZNηZηN . (4.1)
The Hamiltonian has the simple structure of two coupled oscillators in the coordinates ηZ
and ηN in order to keep the time development of the wavefunction analytically solvable.
The string constants of the potential can be calculated with the liquid drop model for the
sticking configuration of the nuclei, i.e. for the relative distance R = R1 + R2, where R1
and R2 are the radii of the two colliding nuclei (for more details see [80]).
Hofmann et al. [39] have considered the coupling of the mass asymmetry coordinate
to the charge asymmetry coordinate on the basis of a density operator formalism using a
quantum master equation in a perturbative treatment. The coupling of the neutron and
charge asymmetry coordinates has also been studied in the framework of a two-dimensional
Fokker-Planck equation by Gross and Hartmann [81], Schro¨der et al. [82], Birkelund et al.
[83] and Merchant and No¨renberg [84].
With the Hamiltonian (4.1) as an example, we study the damping of two coupled
oscillators in the framework of the Lindblad theory. In order to have a formalism which is
generally applicable, we give the following formulae in terms of the two general coordinates
q1 and q2 instead of ηZ and ηN . We present the equation of motion of the open quantum
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system of two oscillators in the Heisenberg picture. With this equation we derive the time
dependence of the expectation values of the coordinates and momenta and their variances.
The connection with the Wigner function and Weyl operator is also discussed. Finally, we
demonstrate the time dependence of the various quantities for a simplified version of the
model, where the decay costants can be calculated analytically.
If Φ˜t is the dynamical semigroup describing the time evolution of the open quantum
system in the Heisenberg picture, then the master equation is given for an operator A as
follows [14,16,17]:
dΦ˜t(A)
dt
= L˜(Φ˜t(A)) =
i
h¯
[H, Φ˜t(A)] +
1
2h¯
∑
j
(V +j [Φ˜t(A), Vj] + [V
+
j , Φ˜t(A)]Vj). (4.2)
The operators H, Vj , V
+
j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are taken to be functions of the basic observ-
ables of the two quantum oscillators. The coordinates qk and the momenta pk obey the
usual commutation relations (k, l = 1, 2):
[qk, pl] = ih¯δkl, [qk, ql] = [pk, pl] = 0.
In order to obtain an analytically solvable model, H is taken to be a polynomial of second
degree in these basic observables and Vj , V
+
j are taken to be polynomials of only first
degree. Then in the linear space spanned by qk, pk(k = 1, 2), there exist four linearly
independent operators Vj=1,2,3,4:
Vj =
2∑
k=1
ajkpk +
2∑
k=1
bjkqk,
where ajk, bjk ∈ C with j = 1, 2, 3, 4. It yields
V +j =
2∑
k=1
a∗jkpk +
2∑
k=1
b∗jkqk,
where a∗jk, b
∗
jk are the complex conjugates of ajk, bjk.
The Hamiltonian H is chosen in the form of two coupled oscillators
H =
2∑
k=1
(
1
2mk
p2k +
mkω
2
k
2
q2k) + k12p1p2 +
1
2
2∑
k1,k2=1
µk1,k2(pk1qk2 + qk2pk1) + ν12q1q2.
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Here we use the following abbreviations (k = 1, 2) :
Dqkql = Dqlqk =
h¯
2
Re(a∗kal), Dpkpl = Dplpk =
h¯
2
Re(b∗kbl), Dqkpl = Dplqk = −
h¯
2
Re(a∗kbl),
α12 = −α21 = −Im(a∗1a2), β12 = −β21 = −Im(b∗1b2), λkl = −Im(a∗kbl). (4.3)
The scalar products are formed with the vectors ak,bk and their complex conjugates
a∗k,b
∗
k. The vectors have the components
ak = (a1k, a2k, a3k, a4k), bk = (b1k, b2k, b3k, b4k).
Now, as a consequence of the definitions (4.3) of the phenomenological constants which
appear in L˜(A) and of the positivity of the matrix formed by the four vectors a1, a2,b1,b2,
it follows that the principal minors of this matrix are positive or zero. This matrix is given
by:
1
2
h¯

a∗1a1 a
∗
1a2 a
∗
1b1 a
∗
1b2
a∗2a1 a
∗
2a2 a
∗
2b1 a
∗
2b2
b∗1a1 b
∗
1a2 b
∗
1b1 b
∗
1b2
b∗2a1 b
∗
2a2 b
∗
2b1 b
∗
2b2

=

Dq1q1 Dq1q2 − ih¯α12/2 −Dq1p1 − ih¯λ11/2 −Dq1p2 − ih¯λ12/2
Dq2q1 − ih¯α21/2 Dq2q2 −Dq2p1 − ih¯λ21/2 −Dq2p2 − ih¯λ22/2
−Dp1q1 + ih¯λ11/2 −Dp1q2 + ih¯λ21/2 Dp1p1 Dp1p2 − ih¯β12/2
−Dp2q1 + ih¯λ12/2 −Dp2q2 + ih¯λ22/2 Dp2p1 − ih¯β21/2 Dp2p2
 .
(4.4)
For example, we can write one of the conditions obtained from the positivity of (4.4):
Dq1q1Dq2q2 −D2q1q2 ≥
1
4
h¯2α212.
This inequality and the corresponding ones derived from (4.4) are constraints imposed on
the phenomenological constants by the fact that Φ˜t is a dynamical semigroup [14,16,17].
The time-dependent expectation values of self-adjoint operators A and B can be writ-
ten with the density operator ρ, describing the initial state of the quantum system, as
follows:
mA(t) = Tr(ρΦ˜t(A)), σAB(t) =
1
2
Tr(ρΦ˜t(AB +BA)).
In the following we denote the vector with the four componentsmqi(t), mpi(t), i = 1, 2,
by m(t) and the following 4× 4 matrix by σ(t):
σ(t) =

σq1q1 σq1q2 σq1p1 σq1p2
σq2q1 σq2q2 σq2p1 σq2p2
σp1q1 σp1q2 σp1p1 σp1p2
σp2q1 σp2q2 σp2p1 σp2p2
 .
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Then via direct calculation of L˜(qk) and L˜(pk) we obtain
dm
dt
= Ym, (4.5)
where
Y =

−λ11 + µ11 −λ12 + µ12 1/m1 −α12 + k12
−λ21 + µ21 −λ22 + µ22 α12 + k12 1/m2
−m1ω21 β12 − ν12 −λ11 − µ11 −λ21 − µ21
−β12 − ν12 −m2ω22 −λ12 − µ12 −λ22 − µ22
 . (4.6)
From (4.5) it follows that
m(t) =M(t)m(0) = exp(tY )m(0), (4.7)
where m(0) is given by the initial conditions. The matrix M(t) has to fulfil the condition:
lim
t→∞
M(t) = 0. (4.8)
In order that this limit exists, Y must have only eigenvalues with negative real parts.
By direct calculation of L˜(qkql), L˜(pkpl) and L˜(qkpl + plqk), (k, l = 1, 2), we obtain
dσ
dt
= Y σ + σY T + 2D, (4.9)
where D is the matrix of the diffusion coefficients
D =

Dq1q1 Dq1q2 Dq1p1 Dq1p2
Dq2q1 Dq2q2 Dq2p1 Dq2p2
Dp1q1 Dp1q2 Dp1p1 Dp1p2
Dp2q1 Dp2q2 Dp2p1 Dp2p2

and Y T the transposed matrix of Y . The time-dependent solution of (4.9) can be written
as
σ(t) =M(t)(σ(0)− Σ)MT (t) + Σ, (4.10)
where M(t) is defined in (4.7). The matrix Σ is time independent and solves the static
problem (4.9) (dσ/dt = 0):
Y Σ+ ΣY T + 2D = 0. (4.11)
Now we assume that the following limit exists for t→∞:
σ(∞) = lim
t→∞
σ(t). (4.12)
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In this case it follows from (4.10) and (4.8):
σ(∞) = Σ. (4.13)
Inserting (4.13) into (4.10) we obtain the basic equations for our purposes:
σ(t) =M(t)(σ(0)− σ(∞))MT (t) + σ(∞), (4.14)
where
Y σ(∞) + σ(∞)Y T = −2D. (4.15)
Now we want to discuss the time dependence of the Wigner function. This function is
defined as:
f(x1, x2, y1, y2, t) =
1
(2πh¯)4
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
− i
h¯
(x1η1 + x2η2 − y1ξ1 − y2ξ2)
)
×Tr[ρΦ˜t(W (ξ1, ξ2; η1, η2))]dξ1dξ2dη1dη2, (4.16)
where the Weyl operator W is defined by (ξ1, ξ2, η1, η2 real)
W (ξ1, ξ2; η1, η2) = exp[ih¯
−1(η1q1 + η2q2 − ξ1p1 − ξ2p2)].
Using the method developed by Lindblad [14,16,17] for the one-dimensional case, we find
the following relation for the time development of the Weyl operator:
Φ˜t(W (ξ1, ξ2; η1, η2)) =W (ξ1(t), ξ2(t); η1(t), η2(t)) exp g(t). (4.17)
The real functions ξ(t) = (ξ1(t), ξ2(t); η1(t), η2(t)) and g(t) satisfy the equations of motion:
dξ(t)/dt = JY TJ−1ξ(t) (4.18)
dg(t)/dt = −h¯−2ξ(t)JDJ−1ξ(t), (4.19)
where
J =

0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 .
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Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) are obtained by inserting the Weyl operator W (ξ1, ξ2; η1, η2) into
the equation of motion (4.2). The initial conditions for the coordinates ξ1(t), ξ2(t), η1(t)
and η2(t) are determined by ξ1(0) = ξ1, ξ2(0) = ξ2, η1(0) = η1 and η2(0) = η2, respectively,
and g(t) by g(0) = 0. From (4.18) and (4.19) we find that ξ(t) is a linear function in the
coordinates ξ1, ξ2, η1 and η2 and g(t) a quadratic function.
The Weyl operator can be used to calculate the time-dependent expectation values
m(t) and σ(t) (see (4.7) and (4.10)), since this operator is connected with the coordinates
and momenta via the derivatives
∂W
∂ξi
|ξ=0 = − i
h¯
pi,
∂W
∂ηi
|ξ=0 = i
h¯
qi,
∂2W
∂ξi∂ξj
|ξ=0 = − 1
h¯2
pipj , (4.20)
∂2W
∂ξi∂ηj
|ξ=0 = 1
2h¯2
(piqj + qjpi),
∂2W
∂ηi∂ηj
|ξ=0 = − 1
h¯2
qiqj .
For example, one obtains by using (4.20)
σpipj (t) = −h¯2Tr(ρ
∂2Φ˜t(W )
∂ξi(0)∂ξj(0)
|ξ(t=0)=0).
Equations of this type can be evaluated with the help of (4.17)–(4.19) and lead to the
same results for m(t) and σ(t) as given before. With the Weyl operator (4.17) we can
calculate the time development of the Wigner function. For this purpose we use the
Fourier transform of the Wigner function at t = 0:
Tr{ρ exp[ih¯−1(η′1q1 + η′2q2 − ξ′1p1 − ξ′2p2)]}
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
exp[ih¯−1(x1η
′
1 + x2η
′
2 − y1ξ′1 − y2ξ′2)]
×f(x1, x2, y1, y2, t = 0)dx1dx2dy1dy2.
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When this relation is inserted into (4.16) after the Weyl operator Φ˜t(W ) is expressed by
(4.17), one can integrate over the coordinates ξ1, ξ2, η1 and η2 with the following result for
the Wigner function:
f(x1, x2, y1, y2, t) =
1
[det(4πZ)]1/2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
exp[−1
4
(x− x′MT )Z−1(x−Mx′)]
×f(x′1, x′2, y′1, y′2, t = 0)dx′1dx′2dy′1dy′2, (4.21)
where x = (x1, x2, y1, y2) and the matrix Z(t) is given by
Z(t) =
∫ t
0
M(t′)DMT (t′)dt′.
This definition can be applied in order to rewrite (4.14):
σ(t) =M(t)σ(0)MT (t) + 2Z(t). (4.22)
In the particular case when we set
f(x1, x2, y1, y2, t = 0) =
1
[det(2πσ(0))]1/2
exp[−1
2
(x−m(0))σ(0)−1(x−m(0))],
we obtain from (4.21):
f(x1, x2, y1, y2, t) =
1
[det(2πσ(t))]1/2
exp[−1
2
(x−m(t))σ(t)−1(x−m(t)],
which is the well-known result for Wigner functions [45,69,85].
In order to illustrate the developed formalism we present an example of two oscillators,
which are coupled by a potential of the form as used for the proton and neutron degrees
of freedom in (4.1), i.e. k12 = 0, µij = 0, ν12 6= 0. In this case the matrix Y , governing the
time development of the expectation values m(t) and σ(t), becomes
Y =

−λ11 −λ12 1/m1 −α12
−λ21 −λ22 α12 1/m2
−m1ω21 β12 − ν12 −λ11 −λ21
−β12 − ν12 −m2ω22 −λ12 −λ22
 . (4.23)
For the calculation of the matrix M(t) we must diagonalize the matrix Y by solving the
corresponding secular equation, i.e. det(Y − zI) = 0, where z is the eigenvalue and I
is the unit matrix. According to (4.23) one obtains an equation of fourth order for the
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eigenvalues z, which can be simply solved only for special examples. In the particular case
with α12 = 0, β12 = 0, λ12 = 0 and λ21 = 0, the secular equation is obtained as
[(z + λ11)
2 + ω21 ][(z + λ22)
2 + ω22 ] = ν
2
12/m1m2.
The roots of this equation have the general structure
z1 = −γ+ + iω+, z2 = −γ+ − iω+, z3 = −γ− + iω−, z4 = −γ− − iω−.
The constants γ± and ω± can be easily calculated for the case ν12 = 0 :
γ+ = λ11, γ− = λ22, ω+ = ω1, ω− = ω2 (4.24)
or for λ11 = λ22 = λ, ω1 = ω2 = ω(ω
2 > ν12/(m1m2)
1/2)
γ+ = γ− = λ, ω
2
± = ω
2 ± ν12/(m1m2)1/2.
Only positive values of γ+ and γ− fulfil (4.8). Applying the eigenvalues zi of Y we can
write the time-dependent matrix M(t) as follows:
Mmn(t) =
∑
i
Nmi exp(zit)N
−1
in ,
where the matrix N represents the eigenvectors of Y :∑
n
YmnNni = ziNmi.
With the relations Mmn(t = 0) = δmn and dMmn(t)/dt|t=0 = Ymn and using (4.7), (4.14),
we conclude that the expectation values of the coordinates and momenta decay with the
exponential factors exp(−γ+t) and exp(−γ−t) and the matrix elements σmn with the
combined factors exp(−2γ+t), exp(−γ−t) and exp[−(γ+ + γ−)t].
Since the matrix elements Mmn are in general lengthy expressions, we present here
the matrix M(t) only for the special and simple case that the oscillators are uncoupled.
With the roots given in (4.24) we obtain
M(t) =
e−λ11t cosω1t 0
1
m1ω1
e−λ11t sinω1t 0
0 e−λ22t cosω2t 0
1
m2ω2
e−λ22t sinω2t
−m1ω1e−λ11t sinω1t 0 e−λ11t cosω1t 0
0 −m2ω2e−λ22t sinω2t 0 e−λ22t cosω2t
 .
(4.25)
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This matrix can be used to evaluate σ(t) defined by (4.14) or (4.22). For example, we find
the following expression for σ12 = σq1q2 with M(t) of (4.25):
σq1q2(t) = exp[−(λ11 + λ22)t]((σq1q2(0)− σq1q2(∞)) cosω1t cosω2t
+
1
m1ω1
(σq2p1(0)− σq2p1(∞)) sinω1t cosω2t+
1
m2ω2
(σq1p2(0)− σq1p2(∞)) cosω1t sinω2t
+
1
m1m2ω1ω2
(σp1p2(0)− σp1p2(∞)) sinω1t sinω2t) + σq1q2(∞).
Similar expressions are found for the other matrix elements of σ(t). The matrix
elements of σ(∞) depend on Y and D and must be evaluated with (4.15) or by the
relation:
σ(∞) = 2
∫ ∞
0
M(t′)DMT (t′)dt′.
As an example we present the value of σq1q2(∞) :
σq1q2(∞) = 2{[(λ11 + λ22)2 + (ω1 + ω2)2][(λ11 + λ22)2 + (ω1 − ω2)2]}−1
×{(λ11 + λ22)[(λ11 + λ22)2 + ω21 + ω22 ]Dq1q2 + [(λ11 + λ22)2 + ω21 − ω22 ]Dq2p1/m1
+[(λ11 + λ22)
2 + ω22 − ω21 ]Dq1p2/m2 + 2(λ11 + λ22)Dp1p2/m1m2}.
Similar expressions are obtained for the other matrix elements of σ(∞). The diffusion
coefficients Dq1q2 , Dq1p2 , Dq2p1 and Dp1p2 are in general zero for uncoupled oscillators in-
teracting with an usual environment. This has the consequence that the expectation values
σq1q2 , σq1p2 , σq2p1 and σp1p2 vanish for t → ∞. It is a very interesting point that the gen-
eral theory of Lindblad allows couplings via the environment between uncoupled oscillators
with k12 = 0, µij = 0, ν12 = 0. According to the definitions of the parameters in terms of
the vectors ak and bk, the diffusion coefficients above can be different from zero and can
simulate an interaction between the ”uncoupled” oscillators. In this case a structure of the
environment is reflected in the motion of the oscillators.
5. Damping of angular momentum in open quantum systems
In heavy-ion collisions, especially in deep inelastic reactions, one has experimentally
studied the loss of angular momentum in the relative motion of the nuclei [72]. Measure-
ments of the γ-multiplicities yielded information on the spin of the excited nuclei, which
means information on the loss of angular momentum in the relative motion of the nuclei.
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If the energy loss in the relative motion is simultaneously measured one can determine a
time scale of the loss of angular momentum, i.e. one can explore the damping process as
a function of time. This example motivated us to study the damping of angular momen-
tum. Another example for the damping of angular momentum is the spin-relaxation in
the presence of a magnetic field which was theoretically studied in [86].
The damping of angular momentum can be described at different levels of approx-
imations: one may use quantum-mechanical or classical methods and microscopical or
phenomenological models. In this paper we describe the damping of angular momentum
with the quantum-mechanical theory of Lindblad [24,25]. We choose the operators, which
open the system, proportional to the components of the angular-momentum operator, to
generators of the proper Lorentz group and proportional to a linear combination of mo-
menta and coordinates.
Let us assume a finite set of Hermitian operators Ai depending on the basic variables
of the physical problem and given in the Heisenberg picture. Then their time evolution can
be determined within the theory of Lindblad by the following Markovian master equations:
dAi(t)
dt
= L(Ai(t)) =
N∑
k=1
MikAk(t) +Di, i = 1, ..., N.
The matrix elements Mik and components Di are time-independent numbers. They are
calculated by the equations (Ai = Ai(t = 0)) :
L(Ai) =
i
h¯
[H,Ai] +
1
2h¯
∑
j
(V +j [Ai, Vj] + [V
+
j , Ai]Vj) (5.1).
Here, H is the Hamiltonian, Vj and V
+
j are operators which are functions of the basic
variables. V +j is the Hermitian adjoint operator to Vj . The expectation values of the
operators Ai(t) are solutions of the differential equations (i = 1, ..., N) :
d〈Ai(t)〉
dt
=
N∑
k=1
Mik〈Ak(t)〉+Di.
The following considerations are restricted to three spatial degrees of freedom described by
the coordinates q1, q2, q3 and linear momenta p1, p2, p3. We assume that the Hamiltonian
conserves angular momentum:
[H,Li] = 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
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Further we assume for simplicity that the opening of the quantum-mechanical system fulfils
rotational symmetry. If we restrict this study to three operators Vj=1,2,3, these operators
have to transform like the components of a vector under spatial rotations. They fulfil the
commutators
[
3∑
j=1
V +j Vj , Li] = 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
The following three examples for Vj will be considered (j = 1, 2, 3) :
(1) Vj = αLj ,
(2) Vj = αNj = α(spj + qjps),
(3) Vj = apj + bqj .
The operators Nj contain a fourth coordinate s and the corresponding momentum ps =
−ih¯∂/∂s. This coordinate can be thought to describe an intrinsic degree of freedom not
affected by spatial rotations. The operators Lj and Nj have commutation relations as the
generators of the proper Lorentz group [87]. The free parameters α, a and b are complex
numbers.
(1) For the case Vj proportional to Lj , we obtain from Eq. (5.1)
L(A) =
i
h¯
[H,A] +
|α|2
2h¯
3∑
j=1
[Lj , [A,Lj]].
If we set the operator A equal to the square of the angular momentum, A = L2, we find
conservation of the total angular momentum:
dL2(t)
dt
= 0,
d〈L2(t)〉
dt
= 0 (5.2)
Here 〈L2(t)〉 denotes the expectation value of L2(t). The squares of the components of L2
get equalized:
dL2i (t)
dt
= −|α|2h¯(3L2i (t)− L2), i = 1, 2, 3. (5.3)
The expectation value of L2i is calculated as
〈L2i (t)〉 = 〈L2i 〉t=0 exp(−3h¯|α|2t) +
〈L2〉
3
(1− exp(−3h¯|α|2t)),
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where 〈L2〉 is time independent as shown in Eq. (5.2). These results prove that the ansatz
(1) can be used in applications when the square of the angular momentum is conserved,
but the squares of the individual components are equalized with time. Examples are
depolarization phenomena.
We note the fact that in the derivation of Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) we only used the
commutators between angular-momentum operators. Therefore, the results in this case
are also true for systems with many degrees of freedom.
(2) For the case Vj proportional to Nj we obtain for L(A) according to Eq. (5.1):
L(A) =
i
h¯
[H,A] +
|α|2
2h¯
3∑
j=1
[Nj , [A,Nj]].
If we choose A = L2, we find the following time derivative of L2(t) :
dL2(t)
dt
= 2|α|2h¯(L2(t) +N2(t)). (5.4)
Here we used the commutation relations
[Li, Nj] = ih¯
3∑
l=1
εijlNl, [Ni, Nj] = −ih¯
3∑
l=1
εijlLl,
where εijl is the Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor. Since the right-hand side of Eq. (5.4)
contains the square N2 =
∑3
j=1N
2
j , we have also to calculate the time derivative of N
2(t) :
dN2(t)
dt
=
i
h¯
[H,N2(t)] + 2|α|2h¯(L2(t) +N2(t)). (5.5)
In order to simplify the discussion of Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) let us assume that the commutator
of N2 with H vanishes. Then the solution for the expectation values can be written as
〈L2(t)〉 = 〈L2〉t=0 + 1
2
(〈L2〉t=0 + 〈N2〉t=0)(exp(4|α|2h¯t)− 1), (5.6)
〈N2(t)〉 = 〈N2〉t=0 + 1
2
(〈L2〉t=0 + 〈N2〉t=0)(exp(4|α|2h¯t)− 1). (5.7)
This result shows that the expectation values of L2(t) and N2(t) increase exponentially
with time. If the Hamiltonian H is a possitive function of L2 and N2 alone, also the energy
would grow in time. In this case the master equation describes a physical system coupled
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to a reservoir of infinite temperature which increases the energy and angular momentum
exponentially. However, such a system is not applicable for a phenomenological description
of nuclear processes. But it is thinkable that realistic applications in solid-state physics
can be found.
Let us assume that the system has the smallest possible value of L2, namely 〈L2〉t=0 =
0. Then the increase of L2 and N2 is given according to Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7):
〈L2(t)〉 = 1
2
〈N2〉t=0(exp(4|α|2h¯t)− 1), 〈N2(t)〉 = 1
2
〈N2〉t=0(exp(4|α|2h¯t) + 1).
From these equations it is interesting to note that both 〈L2(t)〉 and 〈N2(t)〉 are directly
proportional to 〈N2〉t=0. Both expectation values are in general related by the equation
〈L2(t)〉 − 〈L2(t)〉 = 〈N2(t)〉 − 〈N2(t)〉t=0.
(3) In the case Vj = apj + bqj , we obtain
L(A) =
i
h¯
[H,A] +
1
h¯2
Dpp
3∑
j=1
[qj , [A, qj]] +
1
h¯2
Dqq
3∑
j=1
[pj , [A, pj]]
− 1
h¯2
Dpq
3∑
j=1
([qj, [A, pj]]+[pj , [A, qj]])+
iλ
2h¯
3∑
j=1
([qj , [A, pj]+[A, pj]qj−pj [A, qj]− [A, qj]pj).
(5.8)
In this equation we used the following abbreviations:
Dqq =
h¯
2
a∗a, Dpp =
h¯
2
b∗b, Dpq = − h¯
2
Re(a∗b), λ = −Im(a∗b).
The quantities Dqq, Dpp and Dpq are denoted as the diffusion coefficients and λ as the fric-
tion constant. With the complex numbers a and b we can form the following determinant
which is zero:
0 =
h¯
2
∣∣∣∣ a∗a a∗bb∗a b∗b
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ Dqq −Dpq − ih¯λ/2−Dpq + ih¯λ/2 Dpp
∣∣∣∣ .
This determinant can be used to write down an equality serving as a constraint for the
phenomenological parameters:
DqqDpp −D2pq = h¯2λ2/4. (5.9)
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If we set A = L2 in Eq. (5.8), we find
L(L2) = 4(Dppq
2 +Dqqp
2 −Dpq(qp+ pq))− 4λ(L2 + 3
2
h¯2), (5.10)
with q2 = q21 + q
2
2 + q
2
3 , p
2 = p21 + p
2
2 + p
2
3 and qp = q1p1 + q2p2 + q3p3. Since Eq. (5.10)
contains other operators in addition to L2 we have to calculate the corresponding equations
of motion of these opertors, too. We obtain
dq2(t)
dt
=
i
h¯
[H, q2(t)]− 2λq2(t) + 6Dqq, (5.11)
dp2(t)
dt
=
i
h¯
[H, p2(t)]− 2λp2(t) + 6Dpp, (5.12)
d(qp+ pq)t
dt
=
i
h¯
[H, (qp+ pq)t]− 2λ(qp+ pq)t + 12Dpq . (5.13)
Let us first assume that the Hamiltonian depends on L2 only, e.g., H = L2/2Θ, where
Θ is the moment of inertia. Then all commutators with H vanish in Eqs. (5.11)–(5.13).
As function of time the expectation values of q2, p2 and qp+pq drop exponentially down
(∼ exp(−2λt)). For large times they approach the final values
〈q2〉t→∞ = 3Dqq/λ, 〈p2〉t→∞ = 3Dpp/λ, 1
2
〈qp+ pq〉t→∞ = 3Dpq/λ.
If we insert these values into the equation for d〈L2(t)〉/dt using Eq. (5.10), we find for
large times
〈L2〉t→∞ = 0.
Solving the expectation values we obtain
〈q2(t)〉 = A exp(−2λt) + 3Dqq/λ,
〈p2(t)〉 = B exp(−2λt) + 3Dpp/λ,
1
2
〈(qp+ pq)t〉 = C exp(−2λt) + 3Dpq/λ,
〈L2(t)〉 = D exp(−4λt) + 2
λ
(ADpp +BDqq − 2CDpq) exp(−2λt).
The parameters A,B,C and D have to be chosen by initial conditions. A second example
is the choice of the Hamiltonian of a spherical oscillator:
H =
1
2m
p2 +
m
2
ω2q2.
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If we calculate the expectation value of L2(t) for large times using the equations (5.10)–
(5.13) we obtain
〈L2〉t→∞ = 6
λ2(λ2 + ω2)
{1
4
(
Dpp
m
−mω2Dqq)2 + ω2D2pq}. (5.14)
This relation can be rewritten by using the expectation value of the energy at large times:
〈H〉t→∞ = 3
2λ
(
Dpp
m
+mω2Dqq). (5.15)
Inserting (5.15) into (5.14) and applying (5.9) we obtain
〈L2〉t→∞ = 2
3(λ2 + ω2)
(〈H〉2t→∞ − (
3
2
h¯ω)2).
If the diffusion coefficients are chosen in accordance with Eq. (5.9),
Dpp =
λh¯
2mω
, Dpp =
λh¯
2
mω, Dpq = 0,
we reach the lowest value of 〈H〉t→∞ = (3/2)h¯ω and 〈L2〉t→∞ = 0.
In simple examples we have found operators Vj needed to open a system in which
angular momentum is damped. The difficulty in choosing these operators is the fact
that in general new and usually complex operators appear on the right-hand sides of the
Lindblad equations after evaluating the commutators. For these new operators one has to
determine their master equations. Only if the number of coupled master equations remains
small, one can hope to find analytical solutions for the damping processes.
As shown in Eqs. (5.10)–(5.14) the damping depends on the parameter λ which results
from a product of two free parameters. If only a single free parameter is contained in the
operators Vj , as for example given in the case (2), we obtain no damping of the square of
angular momentum in general but an exponential increase. Systems with an energy and
angular momentum increasing in time are not suitable for application in nuclear physiscs.
A damping of angular momentum may be easier reached, if the rotational symmetry
of the dissipative operators is given up. But the equations which have to be solved get
more complex and cannot analytically be evaluated without approximations [88].
One can apply the damped three-dimensional harmonic oscillator presented here to
heavy-ion collisions. For deep inelastic reactions of not too heavy nuclei one may approx-
imate the internuclear potential near the barrier by a reverse parabola:
V (r) = VB − m
2
κ2(r − rB)2. (5.16)
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Here, r is the internuclear distance and rB the location of the barrier with height VB.
Equation (5.16) means a replacement of the frequency ω by iκ. A damping of angular
momentum of the relative motion can be gained if the friction constant λ is larger than κ.
6.Quantum tunneling in open systems
Tunneling is a remarkable, essentially quantum phenomenon, consisting in the prop-
agation of a particle through a classically impenetrable potential barrier. Standing at the
basis of important applications in electronics, chemistry and nuclear physics, it has con-
tinuously been investigated from the beginning of the quantum mechanics [27],[89],[90],
especially due to the difficulties raised by the effects of the dissipation [91-94], always
present in practical cases.
In this Section, the master equation (3.1) is used for the study of dissipative phenom-
ena on tunneling processes. We consider a fission potential barrier U(q) [26], of the form
represented in Fig. 4, where the first well corresponds to a compound nucleus and the sec-
ond well to a fission channel. In order to generalize Gamow’s formula of the tunneling rate,
for the case when a dissipative environment in present we use the theory of perturbations.
With the potential U(q), the Hamiltonian is
H =
p2
2m
+ U(q) (6.1)
and the master equation (3.1) becomes
dρ
dt
= − i
h¯
[H, ρ] + Λ(ρ), (6.2)
where
Λ(ρ) = − iλ
2h¯
([q, pρ+ ρp]− [p, qρ+ ρq])
− 1
h¯2
Dqq[p, [p, ρ]]− 1
h¯2
Dpp[q, [q, ρ]] +
1
h¯2
Dpq([q, [p, ρ]] + [p, [q, ρ]]). (6.3)
Using the commutation relation [q, p] = ih¯, from Eqs. (6.2)–(6.3) we obtain the
following evolution equations for the expectation values of the canonical coordinates q and
p:
d < q >
dt
+ λ < q >=
< p >
m
,
d < p >
dt
+ λ < p >=< −dU
dq
> (6.4)
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and for their variances:
d
dt
σqq + 2λσqq − 2
m
σpq = 2Dqq,
d
dt
σpp + 2λσpp − 2σpU = 2Dpp, (6.5)
d
dt
σpq + 2λσpq − 1
m
σpp − σqU = 2Dpq ,
where
σqq =< q
2 > − < q >2, σpp =< p2 > − < p >2, σqq =< qp+ pq
2
> − < q >< p > (6.6)
and
σpU = −1
2
<
dU
dq
p+ p
dU
dq
> + <
dU
dq
>< p >, σqU = − < dU
dq
q > + <
dU
dq
>< q > .
(6.7)
In this way we see that the quantum master equation (6.2)–(6.3) leads to the Newtonian
equations (6.4) with additional friction terms and to the similar equations (6.5) for the
variances, with Dqq, Dpp, Dpq as zero-point values and σpq, σpU , σqU as generalized forces.
Quantum tunneling is described as a transition from some ”localized state” of the first
well to some ”localized state” of the second well. As we shall see later, this can be done by
defining a Hamiltonian H0 with approximate solutions in the first and in the second well,
which disregard the tails corresponding to the other regions. The difference V between
the two Hamiltonians defines a tunneling operator. Consequently, the Hamiltonian of the
system takes the form:
H = H0 + V, (6.8)
where H0 describes the localized states and V the transitions between them.
From Eqs. (6.4), with the expression U(q) = −ω2bq2/2, m = 1 for the potential barrier,
one obtains:
d < p >
d < q >
=
−λ < p > +ω2b < q >
−λ < q > + < p > , (6.9)
which can be compared with the similar equation standing at the basis of the Dekker’s
theory of the quantum tuuneling with dissipation [28], where the majority of the previous
results are incorporated:
d < p >
d < q >
= −2λ+ ω
2
b < q >
< p >
. (6.10)
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This equation has the solutions
< p >1= (
√
ω2b + λ
2 − λ) < q >, < p >2= −(
√
ω2b + λ
2 + λ) < q > . (6.11)
In this theory, the tunneling rate is considered of the form:
Γ(E) = κν(E)P (E), (6.12)
where P (E) is the penetrability and the coefficient κ describing the effect of the dissipation
is defined by the expression:
κ =
< p(λ) >
< p(0) >
. (6.13)
With the first solution (6.11) describing the particle passing through the barrier, the ex-
pression (6.13) takes the explicit form:
κ =
√
1 +
λ2
ω2b
− λ
ωb
, (6.14)
which, in accordance to all previous results shows that due to the dissipation, the tunneling
rate decreases. At the same time, with our expression (6.9) we obtain κ = 1. We conclude
that the result (6.14) is a consequence of the particular way of introducing the dissipation
in the equation (6.10), which is only empirically justified. When one considers the more
accurate equations (6.4), resulting from the quantum theory of open systems and which can
be easily understood from a physical point of view, the effect described by the expression
(6.14) disappears. As we shall see in the following, the dissipative environment generates
new transitions increasing the barrier penetrability.
By considering a basis of localized states, |Ψ0 > for the ground state of the first well
(the compound nucleus) and |Ψi >, i = 1, 2, ... for the second well (the reaction channel)
the transition operator V takes the form:
V =

0 V01 V02 . . . V0n
V10 0 0 . . . 0
V20 0 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
Vn0 0 0 . . . 0
 , (6.15)
Vi0 = V0i, i = 1, 2, ..., n,
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where the matrix elements have the approximate expressions [26]:
V0i = Vi0 =
h¯2
2m
[Ψ
′
0(r0)Ψi(r0)−Ψ0(r0)Ψ
′
i(r0)]. (6.16)
We consider that the operators V and Λ(ρ) are small perturbations of the Hamiltonian
H0 defining the basis of the localized states. With the notations:
ρ
′
(t) = e
i
h¯
H0tρ(t)e−
i
h¯
H0t, V
′
(t) = e
i
h¯
H0tV (t)e−
i
h¯
H0t, Λ
′
(ρ
′
(t); t) = e
i
h¯
H0tΛ(ρ)e−
i
h¯
H0t
(6.17)
in the interaction picture the quantum master equation (6.2) becomes:
dρ
′
dt
= − i
h¯
[V
′
(t), ρ
′
(t)] + Λ
′
(ρ
′
(t); t). (6.18)
Considering the zero-order density operator ρ
′(0) = |0 >< 0| , for the initial state the
density operator in the second order approximation with respect to the operators V and
Λ, can be written in the form:
ρ
′
(t) = ρ
′(0) + ρ
′(1)(t) + ρ
′(2)(t). (6.19)
Introducing this expression in Eq. (6.18) and integrating, we obtain:
ρ
′
(t) = ρ
′(0) + ρ
′
V (t) + ρ
′
Λ(t) + ρ
′
V V (t) + ρ
′
V Λ(t) + ρ
′
LV (t) + ρ
′
ΛΛ(t), (6.20)
where:
ρ
′
V (t) = −
i
h¯
∫ t
0
dt
′
[V
′
(t
′
), ρ
′(0)],
ρ
′
Λ(t) =
∫ t
0
dt
′
Λ
′
(ρ
′(0); t
′
),
ρ
′
V V (t) = −
1
h¯2
∫ t
0
dt
′
∫ t′
0
dt
′′
[V
′
(t
′
), [V
′
(t
′′
), ρ
′(0)]],
ρ
′
VΛ(t) = −
i
h¯
∫ t
0
dt
′
∫ t′
0
dt
′′
[V
′
(t
′
),Λ
′
(ρ
′(0); t
′′
)],
ρ
′
ΛV (t) = −
i
h¯
∫ t
0
dt
′
∫ t′
0
dt
′′
Λ
′
([V
′
(t
′′
), ρ
′(0)]; t
′
),
ρ
′
ΛΛ(t) =
∫ t
0
dt
′
∫ t′
0
dt
′′
Λ
′
(Λ
′
(ρ
′(0); t
′′
); t
′
). (6.21)
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In principle we have to calculate the diagonal matrix elements ρii(t) in the representation
of the localized states |ψi(t) >= exp(−iH0t/h¯)|i >, i = 1, 2, ... In this case, ρii(t) =<
ψi(t)|ρ|ψi(t) >=< i|ρ′(t)|i > and the transition rates have the expressiones ρii(t)/t . The
functions ρii(t)/t describe the dependence of the transition probabilities on the frequency
ωi = (Ei − E0)/h¯ due to the energy uncertainty corresponding to the time t. In this
way we can see the influence of the openess on the tunneling spectrum and on the total
tunneling rate Γ =
∑
i ρii(t)/t. Using the expressions (6.3) and (6.15) of the openess and
tunneling operators, neglecting the sums of the rapidly varying terms
∑
j e
iωjt and making
the integrals (6.21), from the expression (6.20) we obtain:
ρii(t) = ρ
G
ii(t) + ρ
L
ii(t) + ρ
λ
ii(t) + ρ
D
ii + ρ
N
ii + ρ
A
ii + ρ
B
ii (t) + ρ
C
ii(t) + ρ
F
ii(t) (6.22)
with
ρGii(t) = Ω
2
i0
sin2(ωit/2)
(ωi/2)2
, (6.23)
ρLii(t) =
[
λCi0
(
λC0i + 2Dqqu0i − 2Dpp
h¯2
w0i
)
− 2Dpq
h¯
Ωi0(C0i + 2v0i)
]
sin2(ωit/2)
2(ωi/2)2
,
(6.24)
ρλii(t) = λCi0Ω0i
sin2(ωit/2)
ωi/2
t, (6.25)
ρDii (t) = −2(Dqqu00 +
Dpp
h¯2
w00)Ci0Ω0i
t
ωi
(
sinωit
ωit
− cosωit), (6.26)
ρNii (t) = −2
Dpq
h¯
λCi0(C0i + 2v0i)
t
ωi
(1− sinωit
ωit
), (6.27)
ρAii(t) =
(
−2λqi0s0i + 2Dqqs20i + 2
Dpp
h¯2
q2i0
)
t, (6.28)
ρBii (t) =
(
−λqi0s0i +Dqqs20i +
Dpp
h¯2
q2i0
)
λt2, (6.29)
ρCii = C
2
i0, (6.30)
ρFii(t) = C0i{2
[
Ω0i − Dpq
h¯
(C0i + 2v0i)
]
sin2(ωit/2)
ωi/2
+
(
λC0i + 2Dqqu0i − 2Dpp
h¯2
w0i
)
sinωit
ωi
} (6.31)
depending on the following overlap integrals or matrix elements:
C0i = Ci0 =
∫
Ψ0(q)Ψi(q)dq,Ω0i = Ωi0 =
Vi0
h¯
,
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qi0 =
∫
Ψ0(q)qΨi(q)dq, s0i =
∫
Ψ0(q)dΨi(q),
u0i = −
∫
dΨ0
dq
dΨi
dq
dq, u00 =
∫
(
dΨ0
dq
)2dq,
v0i =
∫
Ψ0(q)qdΨi(q), w0i =
∫
Ψ0(q)q
2Ψi(q)dq, w00 =
∫
Ψ0(q)q
2Ψ0(q)dq. (6.32)
First of all, we notice that although the matrix elements given by the expressions (6.22)–
(6.32) depend on the very small arbitrary distance δω between the energy levels in the
fission channel, the sum: ∑
i
ρii(t) ≃
∫
ρii(ωi; t)
dωi
δω
(6.33)
of the probabilities on every span of energy do not depend on it, because every term
contains two times the wave functions Ψi(q) which, according to the expression (6.24) is
proportional to
√
δω .
Secondly, one notice that, using the relation (6.33), the first term (6.23) leads to the
Fermi’s golden rule (6.32):
ΓG =
∑
i
ρGii(t)
t
= 2π
Ω2i0
δω
, (6.34)
where we have neglected the dependence on i of the matrix element Ωi0, in the very narrow
span of energy ∆ω = 1/t. This term is symmetric with the energy h¯ωi = Ei −E0 and has
a very small width of the spectrum, representing the energy uncertainty for the time t.
The second term (6.24), having the same time dependence as (6.23) is merely a cor-
rection to the Gamow’s term, due to the openess parameters.
The third term (6.25), being asymmetric with ωi, describes a tunneling energy shift
proportional with the coefficient λ. Because the matrix element Ωi0 is negative, this term
increases the transition rates for energies Ei smaller than the ground energy of the nucleus
E0(ωi < 0), while for Ei > E0 the transition rates are decreased.
The fourth term (6.26), rapidly varying with ωi, describes transition rate modifications
due to the diffusion coefficients Dpp and Dqq which, on the other hand, do not change
the energy expectation values, the new introduced positive terms being compensated by
negative ones in the summation.
The fifth term (6.27), depending on Dpq , introduces an energy shift similar to that
introduced by λ. Because we have previously shown that at thermal equilibrium Dpq = 0
[17], this term describes nonequilibrium processes.
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The sixth term (6.28) leads to a transition rate ρAii(t)/t also not depending on time,
but with a very large spectrum, having a dependence on ωi much weaker than that of the
functions multiplying the matrix elements in the expressions (6.23)–(6.27).
The seventh term (6.29) leads to a transition rate ρBii (t)/t also with the very large
spectrum given by the matrix elements qi0, s0i, but proportional with time. From the
fundamental constraints (3.4) we find that both terms (6.28) and (6.29) are positive.
The terms (6.30) and (6.31) lead to a time-independent desintegration probability due
to the overlap of the initial state |0 > with the states |i >.
For a long interval of time, the evolution of the system can be described by the
expressions (6.22)–(6.31). In this case, the validity condition of the perturbation theory
ρii(t) << ρ00(0) holds also for large values of time, when
∑
i ρii(t) >> ρ00(0), the number
of energy levels i being very large. Making the summation of the expressions (6.22)–(6.31),
by using the formula (6.33), one obtains an expression of the form∑
i
ρii(t) = χ+ Γ0t+ Γ1t
2, (6.35)
where:
Γ0t =
∑
i
[
ρGii(t) + ρ
L
ii(t) + ρ
λ
ii(t) + ρ
D
ii (t) + ρ
N
ii (t) + ρ
A
ii(t)
]
,
Γ1t
2 =
∑
i
ρBii (t), χ =
∑
i
[
C2i0 + ρ
F
ii(t)
]
. (6.36)
If N(t) is the number of nondesintegrated nuclei, we can consider the equality
∑
i
ρii(t) = −
∫ t
0
dN(t
′
)
N(t′)
, (6.37)
which leads to the following desintegration law :
N(t) = N0e
−χ−Γ0t−Γ1t
2
= N(0)e−Γ0t−Γ1t
2
. (6.38)
In this expression appear two additional parameters: Γ1 describing the irreversibility of the
desintegration process in a dissipative environment and χ describing the nonorthogonality
of the initial state |0 > of the nucleus with the fission channel states |i >. Estimating the
time t0 = χ/Γ0 ∼ m∆q2/h¯ ∼ 10−23s, where ∆q is the width of the barrier, we find that χ
can be neglected.
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In the tunneling spectrum described by the expressions (6.22)–(6.31) we distinguish
the Gamow’s spectral line:
f(ωit) =
sin2(ωit/2)
(ωit/2)2
(6.39)
represented in Fig. 5 and additional lines due to the openess, described by other functions:
gλ(ωit) = −sin
2(ωit/2)
ωit/2
(6.40)
gD(ωit) =
1
ωit
(
sinωit
ωit
− cosωit
)
, (6.41)
gN (ωit) = − 1
ωit
(
1− sinωit
ωit
)
(6.42)
represented in Figs. 6, 7 and respectively 8. In this case, the transition rate spectrum can
be written in the form:
Γ(ωi) =
ρii(t)
t
=W 2i0tF (ωit) + ϕ(ωi)(1 +
λ
2
t), (6.43)
where:
W 2i0 = Ω
2
i0 + λCi0
(
λC0i + 2Dqqu0i − 2Dpp
h¯2
w0i
)
− 2Dpq
h¯
Ωi0(C0i + 2v0i) ≃ Ω2i0, (6.44)
ϕ(ωi) = −2λqi0s0i + 2Dqqs20i + 2
Dpp
h¯2
q2i0 ≥ 0, (6.45)
F (ωit) = f(ωit) + η
λgλ(ωit) + η
DgD(ωit) + η
NgN(ωit), (6.46)
the quantities
ηλ = −λC0iΩ0i
W 2i0
≃ −λCi0
Ωi0
≥ 0,
ηD = −2
(
Dqqu00 +
Dpp
h¯2
w00
)
Ci0Ω0i
W 2i0
≃ −2
(
Dqqu00 +
Dpp
h¯2
w00
)
Ci0
Ωi0
≥ 0,
ηN = 2
Dpq
h¯
λ
Ci0(C0i + 2v0i)
W 2i0
≥ 0 (6.47)
being practically independent, positive parameters, describing the four processes of the
interaction of the system with the environment: the friction, the diffusion of q, the diffusion
of p and respectively the non-equilibrium. The function ϕ(ωi) is also positive due to the
fundamental constraints.
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7. Open quantum systems and the atom-field interaction
We consider a linearly polarized single mode electromagnetic field ~E, of the frequency
ω and the wavevector ~k1 propagating through an absorbing medium of two level atoms
with the transition frequency ω0, the electric dipole µ and the density N; every atom n is
described by the Pauli operators σnx , σ
n
y , σ
n
z . Due to the interaction between the radiation
and the atoms, higher order harmonics ~Eν of the frequency νω and wavevector ~kν are
generated. For the electric dipole interaction, the Hamiltonian of the system is of the form
H = −1
2
h¯ω0
∑
n
σnz +
1
2
∑
ν
(p2ν + ν
2ω2q2ν) + µ¯
∑
nν
σnx (νωqν sin
~kν~rn + pν cos~kν~rn), (7.1)
where µ¯ = µ/
√
ε0V , V is the volume of quantization, pν , qν are the canonical variables of
the harmonic ν , and ~rn the position vector of the atom n. In this case, we consider the
operator Vj from the equation (3.1), of the form [29]:
Vj =
∑
ν
(ajνpν + bjνqν) +
∑
n
(Ajnσ
n
x +Bjnσ
n
y + Cjnσ
n
z ). (7.2)
With the expressions (7.1) and (7.2) we obtain the master equation:
dρ
dt
= − i
h¯
[H0, ρ]− i µ¯
h¯
∑
nν
[(νωqν sin~kν~rn + pν cos~kν~rn)σ
n
x , ρ]
+
∑
ν
{iλν
2h¯
([pν , ρqν + qνρ]− [qν , ρpν + pνρ])− Dqqν
h¯2
[pν , [pν, ρ]]− Dppν
h¯2
[qν , [qν , ρ]]
+
Dρqν
h¯2
([qν , [pν , ρ]] + [pν , [qν , ρ]])}+
∑
n
{−Λnxy [σnz , [σnz , ρ]]− Λnyz[σnx , [σnx , ρ]]
−Λnzx[σny , [σny , ρ]] + Γnxy([σnx , [σny , ρ]] + [σny , [σnx , ρ]]) + Γnyz([σny , [σnz , ρ]] + [σnz , [σny , ρ]])
+Γnzx([σ
n
z , [σ
n
x , ρ]] + [σ
n
x , [σ
n
z , ρ]])−
i
2
[Dnx ([σ
n
y , σ
n
z ρ+ ρσ
n
z ]− [σnz , σny ρ+ ρσny ])
+Dny ([σ
n
z , σ
n
xρ+ ρσ
n
x ]− [σnx , σnz ρ+ ρσnz ]) +Dnz ([σnx , σny ρ+ ρσny ]− [σny , σnxρ+ ρσnx ])]}, (7.3)
where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the system without interaction, and the phenomenological
parameters are defined by the expression:
Dqqν =
h¯
2
∑
j
a∗jνajν , Dppν =
h¯
2
∑
j
b∗jνbjν ,
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Dpqν = − h¯
4
∑
j
(a∗jνbjν + ajνb
∗
jν), λν =
i
2
∑
j
(a∗jνbjν − ajνb∗jν),
Λnxy =
1
2h¯
∑
j
C∗jnCjn, Λ
n
yz =
1
2h¯
∑
j
A∗jnAjn, Λ
n
zx =
1
2h¯
∑
j
B∗jnBjn,
Γnxy = −
1
4h¯
∑
j
(A∗jnBjn + AjnB
∗
jn), D
n
z = −
i
2h¯
∑
j
(A∗jnBjn − AjnB∗jn),
Γnyz = −
1
4h¯
∑
j
(B∗jnCjn +BjnC
∗
jn), D
n
x = −
i
2h¯
∑
j
(B∗jnCjn −BjnC∗jn),
Γnzx = −
1
4h¯
∑
j
(C∗jnAjn + CjnA
∗
jn), D
n
y = −
i
2h¯
∑
j
(C∗jnAjn − CjnA∗jn). (7.4)
Separating the field from the atomic observables by the ”mean-field approximation”, for
the atomic expectation values we obtain the equations
d
dt
< σx > +γ
′
⊥ < σx > −(ω0 − s) < σy > +γ1 < σz > −D1 = 0,
d
dt
< σy > +(ω0 − s) < σx > +γ
′′
⊥ < σy > +(γ2 − χ¯) < σz > −D2 = 0,
d
dt
< σz > +γ1 < σx > +(γ2 + χ¯) + γ‖ < σz > −D3 = 0, (7.5)
where
γ
′
⊥ = 4(Λxy + Λzx), γ
”
⊥ = 4(Λxy + Λyz), γ‖ = 4(Λzx + Λyz),
s = 4Γxy, γ1 = 4Γzx, γ2 = 4Γyz, D1 = 4Dx, D2 = 4Dy, D3 = 4Dz (7.6)
and
χ¯ =
2µ¯
h¯
∑
ν
Tr[(νωqν + pν)ρ] (7.7)
is a normalized field variable. From these equations one can obtain the classical Bloch-
Feynman equations when s = γ1 = γ2 = 0, D1 = D2 = 0, γ
′
⊥ = γ
”
⊥ [29].
Having in view the equation (3.3), in the master equation (7.3), we distinguish two ad-
ditional parts describing the interaction with the environment: one part for the harmonic
oscillators coresponding to the electromagnetic field and another part for the ensemble of
atoms. This latter part describes three processes of the atom interaction with the environ-
ment: 1) the friction, described by the parameters Λ or γ
′
⊥, γ
”
⊥, γ‖ ; 2) the diffusion, leading
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to zero-point values of the observables, described by the parameters Di; 3) the coupling
between the observables described by the parameters Γ or s, γ1, γ2. These parameters
satisfy fundamental constraints, similar to the expressions (3.4) and (3.24):
Dqqν ≥ 0, Dppν ≥ 0, DppνDqqν −D2pqν ≥
h¯2λ2ν
4
,
Dqqν∆ppν(t) +Dppν∆qqν(t)− 2Dpqν∆pqν(t) ≥ h
2λ2ν
4
,
Λnxy ≥ 0, Λnyz ≥ 0, Λnzx ≥ 0,
ΛnxyΛ
n
zx − Γn
2
yz ≥
1
4
Dn
2
x , Λ
n
yzΛ
n
xy − Γn
2
zx ≥
1
4
Dn
2
y , Λ
n
zxΛ
n
yz − Γn
2
xy ≥
1
4
Dn
2
z ,
Λnxy∆
n
zz(t) + Λ
n
zx∆
n
yy(t)− 2Γnyz∆nyz(t) ≥ Dnx < σnx (t) >,
Λnyz∆
n
xx(t) + Λ
n
xy∆
n
zz(t)− 2Γnzx∆nzx(t) ≥ Dny < σny (t) >,
Λnzx∆
n
yy(t) + Λ
n
yz∆
n
xx(t)− 2Γnxy∆nxy(t) ≥ Dnz < σnz (t) >, (7.8)
where ∆pp,∆qq,∆xx,∆yy,∆zz are the variances of the observables and the quantities
∆pq,∆xy,∆yz,∆zx are expressions of the form:
∆pq =<
pq + qp
2
> − < p >< q > . (7.9)
Following the model of the geometrical representation originally adapted by Feynman,
Vernon and Hellwarth [95], we consider the atomic observables with the ”amplitudes”
u, v, w, as components of the Bloch vector in a ”rotating frame” of the frequency ω :
< σx >= u cosωt− v sinωt, < σy >= −u sinωt− v cosωt, < σz >= −w. (7.10)
For a system of atoms with the density N, using (7.10) one obtains the following expres-
sions of the macroscopic polarization S = N < σx > and of the population N = N < σz >:
S =
1
2
(Se−iωt + S∗eiωt), N = −Nw, (7.11)
where
S = N(u− iv). (7.12)
With the expressions (7.10)– (7.12), the equations (7.5) become:
dS
dt
+ (γ⊥ +∆)S+ γaS
∗e2iωt = (iχ− γeiωt + iχ∗e2iωt)N +Deiωt,
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dN
dt
+ γ‖(N −N3) =
1
2
[
(iχ∗ − γ∗eiωt + iχe−2iωt)S− (iχ− γeiωt + iχ∗e2iωt)S∗] , (7.13)
where
γ⊥ = (γ
′
⊥ + γ
”
⊥)/2, γa = (γ
′
⊥ − γ”⊥)/2, ∆ = ω0 − s− ω,
γ = γ1 + iγ2, D = N(D1 + iD2), N3 = ND3/γ‖. (7.14)
By neglecting the rapidly varying terms, one obtains the classical optical Bloch equations
in the ”rotating wave approximation” :
dS
dt
+ (γ⊥ + i∆)S = iχN,
dN
dt
+ γ‖(N −N3) = i
2
(Sχ∗ − S∗χ). (7.15)
In order to include the effects of these terms we consider solutions of the form:
E = E0 +
1
2
(E1e
−iωt + E∗1e
iωt) +
1
2
(E2e
−2iωt +E∗2e
2iωt) + ...,
S = S0 +
1
2
(S1e
−iωt + S∗1e
iωt) +
1
2
(S2e
−2iωt + S∗2e
2iωt) + ...,
N = N0 +
1
2
(N1e
−iωt +N∗1e
iωt) +
1
2
(N2e
−2iωt +N∗2e
2iωt) + ..., (7.16)
where E0,E1,E2, ...,S0,S1,S2, ...,N0,N1,N2, ... are slowly varying functions which are
called ”amplitudes”. For the amplitudes of zeroth and first order we get the following
equations:
dS1
dt
+ (γ
′
⊥ + i∆)S1 = −γ1N1,
γaS1 +
γ1 − i(γ2 − 2χ0)
2
N+ iχ1N0 = 0,
dN0
dt
+ γ‖(N0 −N3) + γ1S0 =
1
2
(S1χ
∗
1 − S∗1χ1),
dS0
dt
+ γ
′
⊥S0 + γ1(N0 −N1) = 0, (7.17)
where χ0 = µE0/h¯, χ1 = µE1/h¯, N1 = ND1/γ1 .
In these equations the new parameter γ1 6= 0 leads to a coupling of the polarization
variable S1 with the electric field variable χ1, i.e. to an interaction of the atom with the
electric field. In this case one obtains the polarization equation
dS1
dt
+
(
γ”⊥ − iγ
′
⊥(γ2 − 2χ0)/γ1
1− i(γ2 − 2χ0)/γ1 + i∆
)
S1 =
2iχ1N0
1− i(γ2 − 2χ0)/γ1 , (7.18)
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which can be compared with the conventional Bloch polarization equation (7.15). We see
that this equation describes new physical phenomena. For instance, in the steady state,
with the notations
Γ =
γ2 − 2χ0
γ1
, ζ =
γ
′
⊥
γ”⊥
Γ, γ
′
‖ = γ‖(1−
γ21
γ
′
⊥γ‖
), χ2s =
γ
′
‖γ
”
⊥
2
,
Ne =
N3 − γ1N1γ′
⊥
1− γ2
γ
′
⊥
γ‖
, δ =
∆
γ”⊥
, ε =
χ1
χs
, (7.19)
one obtains the polarization amplitude
S1 = 2N
e χs
γ”⊥
· [δ − ζ + i(1 + Γδ)]ε
(1 + Γδ)2 + (δ − ζ)2 + (1 + Γδ)|ε|2 . (7.20)
For the slowly varying amplitudes χ1+ and χ1− of the field variables,
χ1 = χ1+e
ikz + χ1−e
−ikz, (7.21)
the Maxwell equations take the form [96]:
dχ1+
dz
= i
µg
ch¯
S1+,
dχ1−
dz
= −iµg
ch¯
S1−,
χ0 = − µ
2
ε0h¯
S0, (7.22)
where g = ωµ/2ε0 is the coupling coefficients and S1+,S1− are the Fourier transforms of
the polarization S1 as a function of the coordinate z:
S1+ =
k
2π
∫ pi
−pi
S1(z)e
−ikzdz, S1− =
k
2π
∫ pi
−pi
S1(z)e
ikzdz. (7.23)
Eqs. (7.22) with the expression (7.20) describe the propagation of an electromagnetic plane
wave, taking into account the self-reflection effect [97]. Neglecting the counter-propagating
wave due to the self-reflection, one obtains the absorption coefficient
α = − 1|ε|
d|ε|
dz
=
α0
2
1 + Γδ
(1 + Γδ)2 + (δ − ζ)2 + (1 + Γδ)|ε|2 (7.24)
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and the coresponding dephasing
dθ
dz
= − δ − ζ
1 + Γδ
α, (7.25)
where α0 = 4µgN
e/eh¯γ
‖
⊥ .
According to Eq. (7.24) the absorption coefficient α becomes negative when the
electric field intensity |ε|2 is sufficiently small for values of the atomic detuning δ with
1 + Γδ < 0. In that case the electromagnetic wave is amplified, taking energy from the
environment. At the same time, the difference between the population of the ground state
and the population of the excited state,
N0 =
Ne
1 + 1+Γδ(δ−ζ)2+(1+Γδ)2
|χ1|2
χ2s
(7.26)
becomes larger than its equilibrium value Ne. When the ensemble of atoms has a smaller
temperature than the environment, the energy passes from the environment to the atomic
system and finally to the electromagnetic field. The absorption coefficient asymmetry with
the atomic detuning δ, can be observed in the experimental data of Sandle and Gallagher
[27,98]. The laser radiation absorption by Na atoms in a buffer gas of Ar atoms has
been studied by McCartan and Farr [99]. They varied the pressure of the buffer gas and
measured the spectral line width w and the resonance frequency shift ∆ω0. Using the
photoluminescence method [100], we obtain the following expression of the spectral line
width
W = 2π∆ω2
α∫
αdω
, (7.27)
while the resonance frequency shift becomes
∆ω0 = γ
”
⊥ξ. (7.28)
Integrating the expression (7.24) one obtains
W = 2γ”⊥(1 + Γξ). (7.29)
By taking into account (7.28), this expression becomes
W = 2∆ω0
1 + Γξ
ξ
≃ 2∆ω0. (7.30)
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Consequently the spectral line width W is proportional to the line frequency shift ∆ω0
which is in agreement with the experimental results of McCartan and Farr [99].
8. Summary
The Lindblad theory provides a selfconsistent treatment of damping as a possible
extension of quantum mechanics to open systems. In the present review first we studied
the damped quantum oscillator by using the Schro¨dinger and Heisenberg representations.
According to this theory we have calculated the damping of the expectation values of
coordinate and momentum and the variances as functions of time. The resulting time
dependence of the expectation values yields an exponential damping. Then we have shown
that the quasiprobability distributions can be used to solve the problem of dissipation for
the harmonic oscillator. From the master equation of the damped quantum oscillator we
have derived the corresponding Fokker-Planck equations in the Glauber P , the antinormal
ordering Q and the Wigner W representations and have made a comparative study of
these quasiprobability distributions. The Fokker-Planck equations we obtained describe
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. We have proven that the variances found from the Fokker-
Planck equations in these representations are the same. We have solved these equations
in the steady state and showed that the Glauber P function (when it exists), the Q and
the Wigner W functions are two-dimensional Gaussians with different widths. We have
also calculated the time evolution of the density matrix. For this purpose we applied the
method of the generating function of the density matrix. In this case the density matrix
can be obtained by taking partial derivatives of the generating function. The generating
function depends on a set of time-dependent coefficients which are calculated as solutions
of linear differential equations of first order. Depending on the initial conditions for these
coefficients, the density matrix evolves differently in time. When the asymptotic state
is a Gibbs state in the case of a thermal bath, a Bose-Einstein distribution results as
density matrix. Also for the case that the initial density matrix is chosen as a Glauber
packet, a simple analytical expression for the density matrix has been derived. The density
matrix can be used in various physical applications where a bosonic degree of freedom
moving in a harmonic oscillator potential is damped. For example, one needs to determine
nondiagonal transition elements of the density matrix, for an oscillator perturbed by a
weak electromagnetic field in addition to its coupling to a heat bath. The density matrix
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can also be derived from the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for the coherent state
representation.
The theory was applied to the damping of the charge equilibration in deep inelastic
collisions of heavy ions. The comparison of theoretical results with experimental data
shows that the overdamped solution succeeded to describe these experimental data.
We have also shown the Hamiltonian of the proton and neutron asymmetry degrees of
freedom in deep inelastic collisions as an example for two coupled and damped oscillators.
The usual limitation of the Lindblad theory is that the damping time is long compared
with the characteristic time of the oscillators. This condition is not too well satisfied in
deep inelastic collisions of nuclei, where the time scale is of the order of the relaxation time.
Therefore, in these applications we consider the Lindblad theory as an axiomatic procedure
for describing the dissipation processes and accept its parameters as free quantities, fitted
to the experimental data.
We obtained simple models for the dissipation of the angular momentum, by using
the generators of the Lorentz group as openess operators of the system. For given values of
the diffusion and friction coefficients we obtained an exponential damping of the angular
momentum, in agreement with the situation encountered in heavy ion collisions. If the
opening of the system fulfils rotational symmetry and the Hamiltonian is a positive function
of L2 and N2, (square of generators of Lorentz group), then the Lindblad master equation
describes a physical system coupled to a reservoir of infinite temperature, which increases
the energy and angular momentum exponentially.
We calculated the tunneling spectrum as a function of some barrier characteristics: the
tunneling operator, the overlap integral, the transition elements of the coordinate and mo-
mentum. Besides Gamow’s tunneling process with energy conservation, additional terms
with energy transfer to or form environment are obtained. For low values of temperature,
the whole spectrum is situated at energies smaller than the Q-value; for higher enough
values of temperature, transitions at energies higher than the Q-value appear. Generally,
we shown that dissipation stimulates the tunneling process and leads to an exotic decay
law.
Using Lindblad’s theory of open systems, for the resonant atom-field interaction, we
found new optical equations. We showned that the interaction with the environment
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consists not only in a decay, but also in a coupling of the atomic observables. This coupling
has experimental evidence in the absobtion spectrum of the laser radiation and in optical
bistability.
At the same time, this phenomenon leads to a remarkable physical effect of energy
transfer from the dissipative environment, which is cooling, to the coherent electromagnetic
field propagating through it.
Recently we assist to a revival of interest in quantum brownian motion as a paradigm of
quantum open systems. There are many motivations. The possibility of preparing systems
in macroscopic quantum states led to the problems of dissipation in tunneling and of loss
of quantum coherence (decoherence). These problems are intimately related to the issue of
quantum-to-classical transition. All of them point the necessity of a better understanding
of open quantum systems and all requires the extension of the model of quantum brownian
motion. Our results allow such extensions and also explain some earlier observations. For
a first comment of the result (3.4),iii) see Sec. 4.2 of Ref. [101]. The fact that the
Schro¨dinger equation corresponding to the Lindblad equation is nonlinear was obtained in
Ref. [17] and was quoted in Ref. [102]. The approach used in Ref. [17] to generate the
Dekker master equation was applied in Ref. [93] to generate a family of master equations
for local quantum dissipation. New developments of this kind were also obtained in Ref.
[103].
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